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ABSTRACT
Traces of Absence: How the trauma of the Yemenite, Mizrahi and Balkan Kidnapped Children
Affair is present in photographs and home movies
by
Natalie Haziza

Advisor: Elliot Jurist, PhD
Between 1948 and 1956, an estimated thousands of babies and young children were
kidnapped through the state medical system, in the newly established State of Israel. They were
offered for adoption to barren parents (often Holocaust survivors), sold to international adoptive
families (often in the United States), and in the most disturbing cases used in medical experiments.
Parents were often told that their children had died during routine medical care, but were provided
with neither death certificate nor body. The majority of the victims of these kidnappings were
Mizrahi - Jewish immigrant families from Arab and Muslim countries. Most families were of
Yemenite origin. Despite the large scale of this affair, it has gone unrecognized by state systems, the
legal system, the media, and Israeli society at large. Thousands of families affected by this affair have
to date received no state recognition of this crime nor any closure as to where their loved ones
might be.
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore how these families and individuals experienced
this loss. How did they continue to raise their families in the shadow of extreme unresolved trauma
and loss? How did they contend with the denial of official state systems? How did they reconcile the
betrayal of medical professionals and the medical institution? These questions will be answered by
examining images (home movies and photographs) and narratives of the families who had children
kidnapped from them. Such images are often used to document joyous events, with the intent of
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preserving a glimpse of our best selves and best moments, but they also contain traces of pain and
conflict inherent to family life. I will also argue that these images reveal painful and still unexpressed
aspects of the trauma of the Kidnapped Children Affair.
Keywords: trauma; ambiguous loss; prolonged grief; Kidnapped Children Affair; home videos; vernacular
photography; Mizrahi Jews
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Chapter 1. Introduction
A family has a baby. They are overjoyed. They have recently arrived in a new country. They
dress the baby in nice clothes and take her to a photo studio. She is a pretty child, and they dress her
in clothing her mother has sewn especially for her. One of her parents has been married before and
a tragedy happened in the country they have come from, so this is their new beginning: a new baby,
in a new land in a country filled with opportunity and promise. They give the child a name that
symbolizes the promise of this new place, leaving no traces of the places the family has come from.
In this new country they come to understand that the place they came from is perceived differently
from how they remembered it. Here, the place they came from is seen as a primitive and dark place.
They do not worry too much, because in this new country they are united with its people through an
ancient language and a shared religion and, surely, they have finally arrived at the shores of safety.
They do not mind too much the harsh conditions of this new land and they assume that they too
will get a chance to move one day to the real city and out of the immigration camp. They are
struggling to speak the language and traveling to the big city is an arduous journey, but still they take
their baby to the photo studio. They want to show everyone how beautiful she is, how happy they
are. It is their new life.
One day the child is sick. Her parents are worried, but they are also proud to be in a country
with one of the most advanced health care systems and some of the smartest physicians in the
world. In this moment, they are happy they do not find themselves in their old country. They arrive
at the clinic and are told that the child is gravely ill and that she needs to be hospitalized. They are
spoken to in a somewhat abrupt manner, but they do not mind. They know that this is the way of
this new land, modernity; its efficiency. They are told to go home and leave the child in the hospital.
The mother tries to explain that the child is still breastfeeding, but they are forcefully told leave and
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to come back to visit the child tomorrow. Reluctantly they leave the hospital, the mother heavy with
milk. They wait several hours for the only bus back to the immigration camp.
The next day they arise early to visit their child. The bus makes many stops, and the hospital
is far away. When they arrive at the hospital they are told that the child has died in the night. The
parents do not understand. How did the child die in the few hours they had been away? Why had no
one contacted them? They are told that it is unfortunate, but that this is what happened, and they
must go home. They ask to see the child and are told that that is not possible, the child has already
been buried. Buried? They know that in their religion it is sinful to leave a body unburied, but why is
a body buried in this new land without the family present? They try to understand but they do not
know the language and cannot find the words. They plead for someone to help them.
Wait, they are told, there has been a mistake. The body has not been buried and is still in the
hospital. Only the mother will be allowed inside. They show her to a room and point at a wrapped
bundle, this is your child. She wants to come closer. They say no, she must leave, and they threaten
to call the police. They make the long bus ride back to the camp in silence. When they return home,
the mother takes out the photographs of the child. She begins to wail. The father flies into a rage.
He cannot bear to look at the beautiful child, at the hope for their new life. He grabs the
photographs from his wife and begins to tear them up. The mother pleads with him, but he tears
each one into tiny pieces. She manages to pry a single photograph away from him and hides it in her
bosom, still damp from the milk she is carrying. The father is in a trancelike state. He takes the
pieces he has torn and sets them on fire, leaving no memory or trace of their beautiful child.
This story is about family, about their hopes and dreams. It is a story of grief, of loss, of
trauma. It is a story of how we imbue our images with our unconscious fantasies and desires. It is
about the site of the photograph, following Marianne Hirsch, as “a material trace of an
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irrecoverable past,” and as one in which images derive their power “from the embeddedness in the
fundamental rites of family life” (1997, p. 5).
This project is an attempt to find these aforementioned traces. Ghosts, which I had a sense
might be buried in images that tell the stories of family life. Growing up, I saw these ghosts buried
in my own family’s photographs and home movies. While this story is not one I or my family
experienced directly, it is very much connected to my own experiences of immigration, trauma, and
loss. It is connected to my own racial and ethnic identity development, to my mixed heritage of
being both Ashkenazi and Mizrahi, and of being both White and a person of color of NorthAfrican heritage. Of growing up as White and Jewish in Apartheid South Africa, and then
emigrating as a teenager to Israel with my family, and becoming racialized as Mizrahi primarily due
to my last name. It is also through my own experience of photographs and home movies of my
childhood that belie the very traumatic and unspoken experiences that occur parallel to their
creation. Or even that their creation is borne out of a necessity to contend with very traumatic life
circumstances. I am thinking here of the larger context of the violence of Apartheid but also of
very personal experiences of immigration, divorce and familial trauma.
This idea of images that contain traces of trauma has intrigued me since my initial work as a
filmmaker and film scholar (Haziza, 2008, 2018) and continues to intrigue me as a clinical
psychologist and psychotherapist. In many ways, this project is an attempt to integrate my different
professional and academic lives as initially a filmmaker and now as a psychologist.
This work is an attempt to give voice to experiences that are denied, unable to be heard, or
following Judith Herman, are “unspeakable,” and the natural response is to banish them from
consciousness (1997, p. 1). However, as Herman, in her seminal work on trauma has shown:
“Atrocities, however, refuse to be buried. Equally as powerful as the desire to
deny atrocities is the conviction that denial does not work. Folk wisdom is filled with
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ghosts who refuse to rest in their graves until their stories are told…Remembering
and telling the truth about terrible events are prerequisites both for the restoration
of the social order and for the healing of individual victims” (p. 1).

The absence of “hard evidence,” or as Dori Laub (Felman & Laub, 1991) has described the
horrific events of the Holocaust, this is an event without a witness. Additionally, because of what we
know about trauma survivors, witnessing and truth-telling are essential for healing. It is often, as
Laura Levitt (2020) argues, the material objects that embody the suffering, make them manifest, and
keep the event “tangible, suspended, and within our reach” (p. 6). I find her relationship to the
forensic objects related to her unsolved rape evocative, as she describes that objects themselves
make the event real and not imaginary; they testify to the fact that the events actually happened
(Levitt, 2020).
The purpose of this study is to explore the experience of families who lived through this
trauma and loss. I wanted to understand how this event affected their childhoods and upbringing;
how it affected their own ways of raising their families; and what were the traces of absence present
in their narratives. While most of Israeli society seemed focused on whether or not the Affair
happened and to what extent, I could not help thinking of the families themselves. Thousands of
families submitted testimonies to the investigative commissions as well as to the activist archives1.
1 Shifriss (2019) discusses the number of cases brought forth to the three investigative commissions and places
it initially at 1096 separate testimonies documented since 1995. In the process of his research he identified 440 additional
cases with similar patterns of disappearance, this brought the total known number to 1500. He then published this list of
1500 children in Veshavu Banim Legvulam, a newsletter published by activists in 1998 (pp. 30-32). At the turn of the
21st century an additional 345 testimonies were collected by third-generation activists through the Amram Association
and were digitized and made publicly available online. It is worth noting that Amram also collects and documents
testimonies from abductees seeking their families as well as from staff members and healthcare workers at the
immigration camps. Amram also initiated a DNA project with the aim of reunification (Amram Association - The Yemenite,
Eastern and Balkan Children Affair, n.d.). 165 additional testimonies were collected by mostly second-generation activists
from the Achim Ve’kayamim association ( פורום משפחות הילדים החטופים- אחים וקיימים, n.d.). This placed the total number
at 2050 cases which Shifriss lists in detail in the appendix of his book (pp. 764-821). Shifriss has noted that since
publishing his book he has received additional testimonies that are not documented in any of the other activist archives
(Shifriss, personal communication). When I presented this research at the Mizrahi Legal Studies conference at Harvard
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How did they contend living in a state where their trauma was being wholly denied? Was there a way
to access and then transmit their experience? Is there a way to overcome the walls of denial and
disbelief within Israeli society? How could I listen deeply and help their voices be heard?

Law School (2019) a family member approached me and said he had a case in his family but was adamant that they had
never given testimony due to the silence in his family surrounded the kidnapping. Together we looked at Shifriss’ list and
could not find the name of the abductee. In fact, the majority of the families in my sample did not testify in the any of
the state appointed commissions. This is all to say that we might estimate the number of cases is actually much higher
and more testimonies come forth as more recognition is afforded to the Affair through both activist work and academic
research.
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Definition of Terms

Mizrahi Jews/Mizrahim: Mizrahi in Hebrew literally means “Eastern” and is a blanket term for
Jews from Muslim and Arab countries as well as the Balkans. It is both a distinct ethnic group as
well as a cultural and political identity. Ella Shohat (2006) has pointed to the terminological crisis
when trying to describe Arab-Jews (p. 334). She claims that the sheer identity crisis for Mizrahim
perpetuated by the Zionist colonial project makes it difficult to find a term that denotes the
complexities of this identity.

Photographs: for this project I am interested in vernacular photographs, and in considering the
meaning and context of overlooked photography practices (Batchen, 2015, Campt, 2012; Pollen,
2020; Wallis & Willis, 2006). Following Campt (2012), vernacular photography encompasses family
portraits as well as casual snapshots (2012, p. 8). The photographs collected for this study were
found in a wide range of spaces and formats: black and white photographs from the 1950’s, color
photographs, digital images and images taken on cellphones, transmitted often through WhatsApp.
Following Wallis and the role vernacular photography has within African-American communities to
construct a positive counternarrative of the Black subject, I am reading photographs as a politicized
image of everyday life (Wallis & Willis, 2006). Interestingly, the reclaiming of vernacular
photography is a project of considering what has been forgotten from mainstream photography
history (“Vernacular Photographies,” 2000). Following Batchen, these images are “abject
photographies for which an appropriate history must now be written” (p. 262). This act is apt in the
context of my project which is attempting to give voice to a historical event that is not only
forgotten but explicitly rejected2. In fact, Batchen conceptualizes the vernacular photograph as a
Consider this quote from Batchen about the choice of historians of photography to exclude the vernacular:
“They have no choice but to ignore the vernacular photograph because to deal with it directly would be to reveal the
shallow artifice of their historical judgement” (Batchen, 2000, p. 262).
2
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lacuna, absence or even repressed element in the history of photography (2000). He argues for
seeing the vernacular as true photography’s “absent present”, i.e. the thing absent which defines
what proper photography is not (p. 263).

Home movies: for the purpose of this study home movies are defined as “a moving image
recording any aspect of society but never intended for personal distribution or access” (Ishizuka &
Zimmermann, 2008, p 8.). Following Ishizuka and Zimmerman I am advocating for a broad use of
this term to include all amateur film that operates outside of commercial notions of exchange and
value. For this reason, I have included traditional home movies as well as wedding photography and
amateur film and photography created as part of a school project, for example. The one criterion
was that the author/creator of the movie or photograph was a family member affected by the affair.
This criterion is important as it follows my argument that the photographs and home movies were
an expression of unconscious parts of the trauma, thus it was imperative that it was created by
someone who was affected and not an external source (e.g., non-relative professional wedding
photographer). To further clarify, I was seeking traces not in the actions or behaviors of family
members depicted in the home movies (although these too have a place) but rather how themes and
conflicts were represented by the family members themselves. One exception to this was when a family
member explicitly spoke of an image or video and connected it to their experience.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
For this chapter, I conducted a review of the literature relevant to the topic. First, a brief
review of current research on The Kidnapped Children Affair. Second, a historical review of the
mass immigration of Mizrahi Jews (i.e., Jews from Arab and Muslim countries) to Israel, and the
context of racism that was prominent in Zionist discourse at the time. Next, I outline major
psychological theory on trauma and loss. Finally, I present a review of current literature on visual
theory and its relationship to trauma and loss, with a specific focus on photography and home
movies.
1. The Kidnapped Children Affair
Academic scholarship on the Kidnapped Children Affair is sparse to say the least. In
Shifriss’s book (2019) there is a definitive bibliography guide with only four academic references in
English that directly address the Kidnapped Children Affair (Amir, 2014; Madmoni-Gerber, 2009;
Weiss, 2001a, 2001b)3. Even as major English-language news outlets such as the New York Times
(Fezehai, 2019), Al Jazeera (Cook, 2016), and the BBC (Knell, 2017) have recognized the importance
of the Affair, there are also recent publications which continually deny the Affair4.
Nathan Shifriss’ book in Hebrew Where Have All the Children Gone (2019) is the most
definitive historical study of the Kidnapped Children Affair. He based his thesis on over a thousand
testimonies given during the national inquiry commission conducted between the years 1995-1998.
During this time, Shifriss served a prison sentence for his political activism and association to Rabbi
Uzi Meshulam. Shifriss describes in his book how he first heard of the Affair as an undergraduate
student of Jewish history which led him to join the protest and activism of Rabbi Uzi Meshulam.
3

2018)

Since Shifriss’s definitive list there has been one more academic article published in English (Molchadsky,

4 For example, in March 2019 the Jewish online magazine The Tablet published an article titled “The Myth of
The Kidnapped Children” (The Myth of the Kidnapped Yemenite Children, and the Sin It Conceals, 2019).
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Shifriss was an officer while serving in the army and was accused of being Meshulam’s intelligence
officer and was sentenced to four years in prison. While in prison his lawyers gave him the protocols
of the commission as it pertained directly to his case. Shifriss describes reading and analyzing them
while being moved between different prisons, holding cells, and even in solitary confinement. The
commission testimonies that he bases his work on were given under an oath to “tell the whole truth
and nothing but the truth”(Shifriss, 2019). The majority of these testimonies are from family
members and about ten percent are from staff who worked in immigration institutions such as
camps, clinics, and hospitals. Additionally, the commission heard 35 testimonies from adult children
who suspected that they might have been adopted. As only five testimonies appear in the protocol,
Shifriss assumed that the other testimonies were heard behind closed doors. An additional 25
testimonies were of cases where children were returned to their families after disappearing. Shifriss
argues that these 25 testimonies are important as they allow us to understand what “went wrong” in
these cases where the kidnapping was thwarted.
Shifriss describes two interconnected pathways of abduction: one that began in immigration
camp “baby houses”, and the second through hospitals in more established towns and cities. He also
describes three main institutions that were involved in the kidnapping: 1. The Jewish Agency, which
was responsible for the immigration project overall but also had dedicated sub-units for the
immigration camps themselves, and even had a special unit devoted to the immigration from
Yemen5; 2. The Ministry of Health, a state ministry which governed the clinics in the immigration
camps and all the hospitals; 3. Women’s organizations such as Hadassah, The Women’s International
Zionist Organization (WIZO), and the Mizrahi Women’s Organization.
Shifriss argues that the ties between the immigration systems and health systems were what allowed for the
specific procedures and laws to be instituted across the different camps (2019, p. 45)
5
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The kidnappings occurred in stages. In the first stage, Shifriss describes a systematic
collection of babies from the immigration camps into the “baby houses”. While camps were mostly
made up of tents, baby houses were usually the only permanent structures. These structures were
mostly off-limits for the immigrant families, and only mothers were allowed to enter usually only
twice a day to breastfeed their infants. Infants would be kept in the baby house for a few days up to
about a month. The second stage involved transporting the infants from the baby house to state
hospitals. Shifriss emphasizes how this constituted another step: child separation. Many families did
not have the means to travel to hospitals in the big cities and transportation was sparse even if they
knew how to get there. By transporting children, a child could be deemed “disconnected from their
parents,” and they could now become a candidate for adoption. Shifriss found in countless
testimonies that families were not given the name of the hospital that their child would be taken to.
Often, if they were told, they were given an incorrect location. In some cases families were told the
correct location. If they managed to make the journey to the hospital, they were usually told that the
child had already died. Shifriss describes how, after parents were told that their child had died, they
were often physically barred from entering the institution, simply receiving a body or burial
certificate. In rare cases, they were shown a body that was obscured or covered. Finally, in the third
stage, infants were transferred from hospitals to the women’s volunteer organizations, where they
could be put up for adoption.
Given the intermediary stage of the hospital, it was unlikely that families would even know
how to locate their children who were in the care of the women’s organizations. In fact, Sonia
Milstein, one of the Ashkenazi charge nurses in the absorption camps, admitted that there was no
policy or procedure to identify babies who went from the absorption camp by ambulance to the
hospital (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 118). Shifriss found that according to family testimonies in the
majority of cases (64%) the children were hospitalized for only a few days, and in a total of 77% of
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the cases for less than a week. Hospital personnel gave opposing accounts, testifying that Yemenite
children would often be in the hospital for many weeks and even months before their parents would
come and visit. Testimonies of staff in the women’s organizations testified that parents never came
to visit their children and that they were told that the parents were too overwhelmed to want their
children.
Shoshana Madmoni-Gerber (2009), in what is currently the only academic book in English
to discuss the Kidnapped Children Affair, argues that the Israeli media played a distinct role in the
silencing of this story. She discusses the kidnapping in the larger context of racism and denial of
Mizrahi history and memory (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 17).
This “chaos of immigration” has been the official state narrative for the Kidnapped
Children Affair. As Madmoni-Gerber writes that the state argued: “It was too chaotic to keep track
of the children, and there was no record of what happened because of the disorder.” (2009, p. 71)
Shifriss (2019) challenges this myth of chaos and argues that the young State of Israel was highly
organized, to the extent that each immigrant had an identification document that detailed all the
members of a family. This ID card also served to document any financial aid or loans the family was
receiving for transport and even kitchen utensils. In one such case, Ruchama Turner exhibits her
father’s ID card where it details two missing mugs and two spoons that were owed to the
immigration camp (2019, p. 142-143). Shifriss argues that the exquisite detail in documentation, even
in the early years of the state, makes it difficult to take the theory of “chaos” seriously. Boaz Sanjero,
an Israeli legal scholar has noted how this theory of chaos and disorganization was used in
inconsistent ways by the Kedmi commission. When records were unclear about whether a child had
died or not, the commission claimed that this was due to poor record keeping in the atmosphere of
chaos in the early years of the state. On the other hand, when records showed that children had
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died, the commission accepted that evidence as trustworthy and took the record at face value
(Sanjero, 2002).
More information regarding the Kidnapped Children Affair has been published in Hebrew.
but still a negligible amount, given the large scale of the kidnappings and their relevance to current
Israeli society. Further, material published only in Hebrew limits the audience who can access the
information, and thus, its academic and global reach. I identified only three commercially published
books in Hebrew that deal with the Kidnapped Children Affair (Gamliel & Shifriss, 2019; Shifriss,
2019; Zaid, 2001). In addition to these books, several scholars and activists have published in the
magazine Afikim, started in 1964 by Tovia Sulami and Yosef Dahoah-Halevi. Although, much has
been written outside of academia in newsprint and independent internet blogs. the lack of academic
scholarship is glaring as Naama Katiee has noted in her article in Hebrew titled, “Where is the
academia’s critique when we are dealing with the Yemenite Children?” (2017). The dearth of
academic scholarship perpetuates the stance of denial of the Affair and stems from the continued
issues of systemic racism and power in academia. This lack of representation is not coincidental, as
recent statistics show that only eight percent of tenured professors in Israeli academia are Mizrahi
(Adva Center, 2007). Madmoni-Gerber has also noted that radical critique of Ashkenazi colonialism
has often only been possible outside the geographical borders of Israel, often in the United States
of America (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009)

2. Immigration to Israel from Arab and Muslim countries and the Kidnapped Children
Affair
This section will focus on the immigration of Jews to Israel from different diasporas. I will
briefly note trends in immigration from Morocco, Iran, and Turkey as well as references to leading
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scholars who have written extensively about these migrations6. This review is by no means
exhaustive, and also describes immigration in broad and historical strokes that may or may not have
been the experience of individual participants.
Moreno (2020) notes that the unprecedented rate of immigration from all over the world,
but in this case from MENA countries, to Israel during the early years of the state of Israel often
causes scholars to overlook diverse factors contributing to immigration such as interregional
differences and individual motivations. As this dissertation is very much interested in individual
experiences and psychological factors, relying on this immigration literature is largely for the
purposes of giving the reader a sense of what the immigration project to Israel looked like and to
understand the context in which kidnappings were taking place.
Additionally, the year of immigration to Israel was collected only from participants who
were not born in Israel themselves. It is possible to deduce the year of immigration of other families
from the interviews themselves but as this was not collected as a discreet data point, it cannot be
assumed to be totally accurate.
From the declaration of Israel’s Independence in May 1948 to late 1951, an estimated
350,000 Jews from Arab countries immigrated to Israel. The rate of that immigration and
population growth doubled the Jewish population of pre-nation state Palestine in only two and a
half years. This was an unprecedented growth rate even when comparing it to the numbers during
peak immigration periods to the U.S. in the late 19th and early 20th century (Meir-Glitzenstein, 2018;
Moreno, 2020).
In the sample, three participants who were born and immigrated from Yemen did so in 1949, the main year of
mass immigration from Yemen. One participant immigrated from Yemen before the establishment of the state of Israel
in 1945. Two of the participants who were born in Iran immigrated from that country in 1951. Two of the participants
who were born in Morocco, immigrated in 1954.
6
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Traditional scholars have viewed these immigrations as a result of decolonization and rising
nationalism across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), along with the Zionist promise of a
Jewish nation state in Palestine (Moreno, 2020). Only in the early 1980’s did historians begin to focus
in depth on more critical aspects of emigrations. These scholars exposed patterns of discrimination
that had been downplayed by the Zionist myth, i.e. that distressed MENA Jews were returning to
their ancestral homeland by way of a heroic salvation (Moreno, 2020). Rather, these scholars saw
these immigrations as Eurocentric and manipulative, while uprooting MENA Jews from their
environments, uprooting them and imposing on them the foreign ideology of Zionism (Segev &
Weinstein, 1998; Shohat, 1988).
Shohat (2006) challenges the notion of Mizrahi voluntary immigration altogether since the
painful reality for many Arab-Jews was that they could never return to their countries of origin. She
has highlighted how often the immigration entailed a forfeiting of citizenship, such as in the case of
Iraqi Jews (Shohat, 2006). In addition to impossibility of returning home, for Mizrahim in Israel, the
nostalgic or cultural expression of anything Arab became in itself taboo7. Shohat has argued for a
critical Mizrahi scholarship that moves beyond the actual geographical movement across national
borders, especially as Mizrahim themselves are reclaiming their own identity (Shohat, 2006).
Yemenite children under the age of 4 comprised only 7% of the immigrant population in
Israel between 1948-1952, however they constituted 57% of the those kidnapped (Shifriss, 2019).
Because the Yemenite community was most affected by the kidnappings the following section will
focus mostly on the immigration of Jews from Yemen.
Although it is beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is important to understand these processes in the
context of the Palestinian Nakbah. See Shohat, 2006 for discussion on the parallels of Mizrahi and Palestinian
“population exchange” (Shohat, 2006).
7
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i. Immigration from Yemen
There were three stages of the mass immigration from Yemen to Israel; From December
1948-April 1949 approximately 7,000 Jews left for Israel. From July to November in 1949 there was
the largest migration of 30,000 Jews. The third stage of this mass immigration was from late 1949
until late 1950, approximately 10,000 immigrants arrived in Israel (Meir-Glitzenstein, 2011).
This immigration was largely instigated by the country’s economic deterioration after the
assassination of Yemen’s prime religious and political leader – Imam Yahya on February 17th, 1948.
Although Imam Yahya was especially favorable to the Jews of Yemen, and his death created
instability for the Jewish community (Parfitt, 2000), two decades before this, in 1922 Imam Yahya
declared an edict that prohibited Jews from leaving Yemen. This was the official policy until 1949.
His edict was in response to the plea of Palestinian-Arab leaders who were concerned that a mass
immigration of Jews from Yemen would weaken the Palestinian cause (Eraqi Klorman, 2018). The
policy of Imam Yahya was not the only halt on immigration; the British Mandate in Palestine also
allocated immigration certificates sparingly and mostly only to immigrants whose future was
“economically viable” (i.e., either had the capital or the required vocational training) which
eliminated almost all Yemenite Jews who were mostly artisans and craftsmen (Eraqi Klorman, 2018,
p. 312).
In the early 1940’s, Imam Yahya’s policy changed somewhat and was one of “unspoken
consent to the departure of Jews” (Eraqi Klorman, 2018, p. 313). This was probably largely due to a
drought and food shortage in Yemen which caused the Jewish population to become a financial
burden on the Yemenite authorities. It is also important to note the Orphan’s Decree, i.e. the forced
conversion of orphaned Jewish children to Islam which contributed to the suffering and persecution
of the Jewish community. (Meir-Glitzenstein, 2011).
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Esther Meir-Glitzenstein (2011), a prominent scholar on the history of Jews from Yemen
and Iraq, posits that another factor that instigated the mass migration in 1948 was concern from the
Jewish population in Israel/Palestine of potential demographic threat – that after transporting the
survivors of WWII residing in Displaced Persons camps, the potential pool of immigrants would be
depleted.
In 1947, following the United Nations resolution to establish a Jewish State as well as an
Arab Palestinian State, riots broke out in the Aden protectorate against the Jews, which resulted in
the death of 91 Jews while over 100 were injured (Eraqi Klorman, 2018). The survivors of the riots
then fled to the nearby Hashed, a refugee camp for Jews originally established in 1946 by the
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) close to the port city of Aden. The camp
which was already crowded before the riots now swelled to accommodate nearly 4,000 people (Eraqi
Klorman, 2018). The camp was later named Ge’ula, which translates to redemption in Hebrew, and
became the center for the spread of Zionist ideology and education under the auspices of the
Jewish Agency. In the “School for Refugees” in the camp, Zionist teachers from Jewish Palestine
taught secular subjects and Zionist values, much to the disdain of parents who were opposed to
their children learning non-religious subjects (Eraqi Klorman, 2018).
While in Hashed, Yemenite Jews were given food and shelter, but the overcrowded and
austere conditions created tension between the inhabitants and the JDC staff who saw themselves
largely as colonial saviors. There was also a devaluing attitude toward the religiosity and practice of
the camp inhabitants by the JDC staff who were mostly secular. JDC staff viewed the Yemenite
camp inhabitants as “lazy parasites” (Eraqi Klorman, 2018). When the camp was run by the
physician, Dr. Olga Feinberg, there were many accounts of the camp inhabitants being beaten by the
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staff, having food restricted, and even forced expulsion from the camp (Eraqi Klorman, 2018)8. It is
also noteworthy that the Yemenite-born staff from Jewish Palestine were not given the same
authority as the Ashkenazi administrators. There was a condescending and colonial attitude towards
the Yemenites (whether camp inhabitants or staff) which created suspicion and mistrust. Eraqi
Klorman argues: “memories of this encounter continued to feed the Yemeni Jewish community in
years to come and for long after their arrival in Israel” (p. 326).
The immigration operation was dubbed by the Jewish Agency as Operation Magic Carpet.
Several scholars noted the orientalist and colonial sentiments expressed in this name and the way it
reinforces negative stereotypes of Mizrahim (Meir-Glitzenstein, 2011; Shohat, 1988). The media
coverage of the arrival of Yemenite Jews reinforced this image of naïveté, primitiveness, and
oriental exoticism. The daily Yedioth Ahronoth reported: “Like chickens from the coops, they emerged
from the belly of the plane, stunned and astonished by the wonders of technology, their lips
mouthing prayers”. When describing the intake procedures at the immigrant camp, that newspaper
wrote: “They don’t ask questions, they show no interest, they don’t protest, and they don’t make
demands. They accept everything with love”—as if they were over- grown infants” (as cited in MeirGlitzenstein, 2011, p. 162).
The Zionist narrative is one that portrayed the Israeli authorities and the Jewish Agency as
saviors of a primitive people while the actual hardship of immigration was downplayed. What was
emphasized was the hardship in Yemen, the messianic yearning of those Jews, their journey by foot
to the Hashed camp across desserts and their miraculous arrival in Israel (Meir-Glitzenstein, p. 163).
Madmoni-Gerber in fact claims that Yemenite Jews were brought to Israel primarily as a
workforce, seeing them as “natural workers”, i.e. individuals accustomed to hard manual labor and
8 Eraqi Klorman (2018) notes that gender might have played a role in these abuses. They suggest that because
Dr. Feinberg was a woman the camp dwellers may have had difficulty accepting her authority, which in turn pushed Dr.
Feinberg to be more authoritarian and inflexible.
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who would not complain (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 26). Madmoni-Gerber notes the similarities
between descriptions of the Yemenite Jews and that of men assessed for the slave trade. For
example, Jewish Agency emissaries to Yemen noted their tan, the strength of their legs and muscles
(Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 68). It is not surprising that what would follow this racial profiling was
that Yemenite men were designated for manual labor and Yemenite women often worked as
domestic workers in affluent Ashkenazi homes. There were also accounts of severe physical abuse
and labor exploitations. Madmoni-Gerber notes that these human right violations went
unrecognized and unchallenged (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009).
ii. Immigration from Morocco
In 1948 there were approximately 250,000 Jews living in Morocco, the largest Jewish
community in the Muslim world (Laskier, 1989). Between 1948 and 1956, 98,243 Moroccan Jews left
for Israel. This large migration was primarily driven by the disillusionment of the French
protectorate to grant Moroccan Jews any legal privileges such as French citizenship. Additionally,
Zionist sentiments following the establishment of the state of Israel, and a high level of poverty in
both rural and urban Jewish communities were factors that made Israel an attractive alternative
(Laskier, 1989). The establishment of Israel in May 1948 also gave rise to anti-Semitic sentiments.
On June 7th, 1948, 43 Jews were killed in attacks in Oudjda and Djerada9.
Moroccan Jews were mainly caught between three opposing forces: French linguistic and
possibly legal identity, Jewish political nationalism and religious messianism promoted by the Zionist
movement, and Moroccan nationalism with the appeal of being faithful to the Moroccan homeland
(Wyrtzen, 2016, pp. 179–180).
Although it was local Muslims that carried out these attacks, Laskier (1989) identifies the French protectorate
as the culprit, claiming that they used the attacks to put in place harsher measures on the local Muslim community
(Laskier, 1989).
9
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Between 1951-1956, Israel instituted selection regulations that governed immigration from
North Africa and prioritized skilled young laborers. In fact, only 100,000 were given permission to
immigrate over this eight-year period (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009). Although Jews faced persecution
with the imminent Moroccan independence, the Jewish Agency accepted a greater number of
Ashkenazi immigrants (Malka, 1998, as cited in Madmoni-Gerber, 2009). Later from 1957 to mid1961, 17,994 Jews immigrated to Israel under clandestine and risky conditions due to a ban on
immigration by Morocco (Moreno, 2020). From November 1961 to December 1964, there was an
Israeli directed mission known as “Operation Yakhin,” with the aim of evacuating Moroccan Jews to
Israel. During this period, 54.6 percent of the remaining Jewish population of Morocco (89,742
people) moved to Israel.
iii. Immigration from Iran
Between the 1940’s and the 1950’s there were approximately 100,000 to 120,000 thousand
Jews in Iran (Cecolin, 2015). Between 1948 and 1951 almost 25,000 Jews immigrated to Israel and
between 1951 and 1955, over 26,000 immigrated to Israel (Cecolin, 2015). It is important to note
that many Jews during this time also immigrated to the United States (especially to Los Angeles and
New York), as well as to different parts of Europe. Cecolin (2015) has identified that a key feature
of Jewish immigration from Iran to Israel was a conflict between Iranian cultural nationality and
political Zionism in Israel. Additionally, Cecolin argues that the nationalist idea of Zionism and the
return to Israel as a unified Jewish people was undermined by the later discrimination suffered by
Iranian Jews in Israel at the hand of the Ashkenazi Jews10. Another factor was the ambivalence of
the Zionist establishment itself toward Iranian Jews in pre-revolutionary Iran. Since the Pahlavi
Cecolin (2018) has noted that due to a currently tense relationship between Iran and Israel all of the material
pertaining to the immigration of Jews from Iran to Israel in the Zionist archive is in fact not open to academic
researchers and is controlled by the Israeli government.
10
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regime (1925-1979), Iran was being modernized as “the West”, thus Iranian Jews could not be neatly
placed within the Zionist dichotomy of East versus West (Ram, 2008).
The initial emigration from Iran was both clandestine and legal. In the early 1950’s there was
also a selection process instituted by the Jewish Agency in terms of who could immigrate to Israel
based on a “need to be rescued” from either poverty or persecution. Additional criteria included
being under the age of 35 and being a skilled laborer. For this reason many Iraqi Jews who had been
smuggled to Iran into refugee camps were favored for emigration purposes, while the Iranian
emigration largely lost momentum (Cecolin, 2018).
iv. Immigration from Turkey
The immigration of Jews from Turkey to Israel is in fact the second largest migration
movement from Turkey after labor migration to Europe (Toktaş, 2006). The first wave of
immigration from Turkey began in 1923 and ended with the founding of the state of Israel in 1948.
At this time just over 7,000 Jews immigrated to Palestine (Toktaş, 2006). Toktaş locates an escalation
in Jewish-Turkish immigration following the rise of Nazism in Europe and the subsequent antiSemitic sentiments in Turkey. After the Holocaust, Turkey was a site of transit for many Jewish
refugees from Europe. Incidentally, Jews who originated in Turkey did not immigrate en-masse as
did the Jews from Europe. Immigration was largely illegal, and due to limited permits granted by the
British mandate, some opted to marry for the purpose of the visa.
With the establishment of the state of Israel, there was a mass wave of immigration between
1948-1951. It is important to note that many Turkish Jews were able to return to Turkey and many
maintained their ties there (Toktaş, 2006)11. In this wave nearly 40% of the Turkish Jewish
community emigrated (a total of 34, 547 Jews). Toktaş also notes the ability of Jews to immigrate
11 Initially Turkey did not recognize Israel as a state and initiated travel and emigration restrictions. This
changed in 1949 when Turkey officially recognized the state of Israel and removed the travel ban (Toktaş, 2006).
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directly to Israel without the need for transit sites. This may have facilitated and accelerated the
immigration as compared with Jewish immigration from Yemen and Morocco.
This large immigration wave from 1948-1951 was largely comprised of lower-class
immigrants who were mostly skilled workers. They sought to better their lives economically by
immigrating to Israel. They were also influenced by their religious and messianic sentiments that
sought to settle in the biblical Promised land (Toktaş, 2006). One subset of immigrants was from
young and university educated backgrounds, and who sought to immigrate as civil service jobs were
scarce due to discrimination against non-Muslim minorities. Toktaş notes that many of these
immigrants did not speak Hebrew and did not have a sense of the conditions waiting for them upon
arrival in Israel (p. 509).
In summary, in the early years of the state of Israel, there were mass immigrations of Jews
from all over the world. While Ashkenazi Jews fulfilled Ben-Gurion’s vision of what he imagined
would be the “Switzerland of the Middle East”, Mizrahi Jews did not fit into this image of a White
and secular society (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009). In fact, Mizrahim were intentionally marginalized
geographically to the outskirts of the country, with limited access to employment, medical care and
education, while Ashkenazi immigrants were settled in the center of Israel, in more adequate
housing and access to academic institutions, white-collar employment and cultural landmarks
(Madmoni-Gerber, 2009).
Madmoni-Gerber painfully sums up the tragedy of the Mizrahi Jewish immigrant experience:
Mizrahi Jews, who looked and talked like Arabs, had no idea that they would become
second-class citizens. They didn’t know that Hebrew with an Arab accent would be
misconstrued as a lack of education …They didn’t know that their only entry ticket to Israeli
society would be through hating the “Arab enemy” whom they resembled (Madmoni-Gerber,
2009, p. 21)
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3. Psychology of Trauma and Loss
i. Ambiguous Loss.
“A person does not accept consolation for one living whom he believes to be
dead, for with regard to the dead it is decreed that he be forgotten from the
heart, but it is not so decreed with regard to the living”.
(Genesis Rabbah 84:20)
“Ambiguous loss is the most stressful loss because it defies resolution and
creates confused perception about who is in or out of a particular family.”
(Boss, 2004, p.553)
Shoshi Zaid (2001) opens her book on the Kidnapped Children Affair with this quote from
Rashi – the eponymous medieval commentator on the Torah. This is not only a remark on the
biblical Jacob’s personal grief, but also a profound statement about grief in general: one is able to
grieve the dead person, where there is clearly closure but one who is still believed to be living is not
so easily “forgotten from the heart.” This commentary foreshadows Pauline Boss’s (2004)
conceptualization of “ambiguous loss”, a concept most relevant to my dissertation topic.
Boss describes ambiguous loss as one that “defies closure, in which the status of a loved one
as “there” or “not there” remains indefinitely unclear” (Boss, 1999, p. 6)12. In addition to the lack of
information about the lost person’s whereabouts she notes the lack of communal awareness and
recognition as further exacerbating the loss: “there is no official or community verification that
anything is lost – no death certificate, no wake or sitting shiva, no funeral, no body, nothing to bury”
(p. 6).
I am indebted to Shiran Yonis for making the connection between Boss’ ambiguous loss and the Kidnapped
Children Affair.
12
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Boss asserts that too often mysterious disappearances are a result of war and political
conflict. She identifies Native Americans, Hmong, Rwandans, and Bosnians as groups of people
who have experienced traumatic uprooting, genocide, and consequent ambiguous loss. The families
of the Kidnapped Children are no different in this respect.
Relevantly, although Boss is primarily a clinician as well as a researcher on family stress, she
discusses the family portrait photograph as emblematic to the absence and presence at play in
ambiguous loss within the family:
The family portrait, a well-known symbol of who is in and who is out of the family,
often documents the confusion within the family following divorce and remarriage.
Professional photographers are increasingly asked to delete a divorced mate from family
photographs, only to be asked by the offspring years later to put the absent parent back
in again (p. 31).
Thus, the photograph becomes the site of a contested family narrative. Boss, in fact,
conceptualizes immigration itself as an immense ambiguous loss, one in which there is a sheer break
precisely in one’s perception of family. In the case of the Kidnapped Children Affair, one must
remember that the families affected were comprised of individuals who had only recently been
uprooted from their lives in their former home countries. They were adjusting to a whole new
system of language, culture, values, social and communal organization, and governance. For many
families it also meant a break in the authority of the parents who were less malleable and able to
adapt to the new culture as compared to their children.
Boss’ research also provides some interesting clues as to how families may have coped
following kidnappings. She suggests that tolerance for ambiguity and by extension, for ambiguous
loss, is attenuated by having spiritual beliefs and strong cultural values. In the case of immigrants
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from Yemen and the Eastern countries, one can imagine that their religiosity and spirituality may
have served as a buffer against the distress brought on by the loss.

ii. Trauma
“I go back to the home movies. I sift through the images, looking for
evidence of my abuse. A clue a visual symptom. Freud said the
repressed always returns. Trauma always leaves a trail, if only you know
how to read the markings.” (Citron, 1998, p. 22)

The etymology of the word trauma in ancient Greek is wound. As a verb it can have two
meanings: the first associated with injuries or scars, the second connotes a clean surface without
markings or traces (Huppertz, 2019). Jean-Martin Charcot and then his student, Pierre Janet, were
the first to connect traumatic experience to psychological symptoms. The notion of traumatic
dissociation and the idea of overwhelming experiences that would then be split off, is attributed to
Janet. It was understood that trauma that cannot be verbally described or integrated would manifest
in images or other non-verbal bodily reactions or behaviors (Huppertz, 2019).
Trauma is first and foremost a “wound of the mind”; an experience where there is a breach
of “time, self, and the world” (Caruth, 1996). Given this breach, the traumatic event cannot be fully
known at the time of its occurrence. Because it is not consciously experienced, according to Caruth
it “imposes itself again, repeatedly, in the nightmares and repetitive actions of the survivor” (p. 4).
Caruth contends that the access to the trauma is not readily available and will only be present in a
belated voice that, “addresses us in the attempt to tell us of a reality or truth that is not otherwise
available” (p. 4).
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Intergenerational Trauma
“It is like there is a second generation to Holocaust survivors, we are the
second generation of families whose children were taken away from them.”
Avner Farhi (as cited in Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 109)

The trauma of the individuals and families affected by the Kidnapped Children Affair has
largely gone untold. Most of the public discourse on the topic has been concerned with whether or
not the Affair happened at all, or if it happened in the magnitude that activists claim. Thus, the real
long-term effects of this large-scale kidnapping have gone unexamined.
The term “intergenerational trauma” was coined in the 1960’s when second and thirdgeneration Holocaust survivors complained of symptoms seemingly stemming from the experiences
of their parents and grandparents in the Holocaust (Fraiberg et al., 1975; Huppertz, 2019). While the
children of survivors do not have direct memories of an event, the trauma and loss of their parents
and grandparents is passed on to them by way of intergenerational transmission (Gampel, 2018, p.
63). These findings and their psychological consequences have been extended to other groups such
as Native American genocide victims (Brave Heart 2007; 2011), African-American slaves (Cross,
1998), Japanese American internment camp victims (Nagata, 1998), and veterans of the Vietnam
war (Rosenheck & Fontana, 1998). Intergenerational trauma has been shown to impact the lives of
the afflicted people and subsequent generations through residual grief (Huppertz, 2019). Similar to a
radioactive field, the unconscious trauma knows no geographical bounds and is absorbed by the
following generations, whether or not they are aware or identify with them (Gampel, 2018).

Ilana Dayan, prominent Israeli journalist who produced one of the only serious investigative
television documentaries on the Affair, described a Yemenite acquaintance whose mother would
hide him under the bed whenever strangers visited the house (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009). She went on
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to describe, “he grew up in Israel to parents still haunted by the trauma of the past” (p. 109). In
many ways, this quote gives credence to the Affair while relating it to that uncontested Jewish
trauma, the Holocaust. Similarly, Naama Katiee, a third-generation activist and scholar, describes
herself as akin to descendants of Holocaust survivors who when encountering an elderly nonJewish German ask themselves where that person was during the Second World War (2015). When
she encounters older Ashkenazim in modern Israel, she wonders: Where were you when the children
were kidnapped from immigration camps? Were you one of the doctors or nurses who took part in
the kidnapping? Katiee also contrasts the experiences of Holocaust survivors to those of the Affair.
A legitimacy that has been afforded to the testimony of Holocaust survivors has been denied to
those of the Kidnapped Children Affair, who are asked to bring proof that this happened. “No one
will ask a Holocaust survivor, ‘Show me proof that you were there’” (Neviim Docu-Shorts, 2015).

Traumatized community.
In Notes on Trauma and Community, Kai Erikson (1991) posits that often what gives events
their traumatic quality is precisely how people react to them: “The most violent wrenchings in the
world…have no clinical standing unless they harm the workings of a mind or body, so it is the
damage done that defines and gives shape to the initial event…” (p. 184). Additionally, Erikson makes
the point of seeing trauma as a constellation of life experiences, or as Amram founder Shlomi
Hatuka shared in a personal communication: “You cannot separate what happened with the
Kidnapped Children to the experience of being Mizrahi in Israel today” (2017). In other words, it is
important to contextualize the trauma of the kidnappings among many other traumatic racialized
experiences suffered by Mizrahim in Israel even today: overt bigotry, discrimination in the
workplace, school and neighborhood segregation, and a general lack of social and economic upward
mobility. (Harbon, 2006, 2011; Madmoni-Gerber, 2009).
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In this traumatic community, Erikson argues that there comes an understanding that the
world is a different, unsafe place, that “the laws by which the natural world has always been
governed as well as the decencies by which the human world has been governed are now
suspended” (p. 194). There is also a sense of a loss of control and extreme vulnerability. There is a
lack of trust in those who were trusted to govern and protect.
In fact, the definition of trauma often is constructed within the experiences and realities of a
dominant group. Laura Brown (1991) describes the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) as being written by a dominant group that defines what is outside of “human
experience”. However, human is a term often referring to “the lives of the dominant class; white,
young, able-bodied, educated, middle-class, Christian men” (Brown, 1991, p. 101). Thus, societies
(including public and academic spheres) have been conditioned to only see as traumatic those
experiences that affect members of a dominant class. The notion of trauma as resulting only from
unusual circumstances does not take into account experiences, such as living with the egregious
effects of racism, that are very much common and perhaps well within the normal “human”
experience for entire communities.
Moreover, applying the label of trauma to marginalized communities often means that the
individuals applying the label (e.g., psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers) would need to
recognize themselves as perpetrators. Thus, the trauma of marginalized communities is not
recognized as such. This is often attributed to the fact that “traumatic” experiences are regarded
simply as common life experience in these groups. In other words, to have trauma recognized and
labeled as an injustice with deleterious effects is often a privilege reserved for members of dominant
groups (Craps, 2013).
Therefore, another challenge to the recognition of the Kidnapped Children Affair is for the
dominant group (in this case Ashkenazim or Israelis of European descent) to recognize themselves
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as perpetrators and/or complicit in victimization. This would also imply giving up their identity as
the sole or ultimate victim, particularly as Holocaust survivors and descendants of Holocaust
survivors. Thus, the recognition of the Affair becomes a site for contested narratives about who is a
victim and who is a perpetrator.

Trauma and Denial.
Davoine and Gaudillière (2004) explain the particular significance of processing a contested
trauma in the context of society's denial of such a trauma. In their work, History and Trauma, they recontextualize the psychoanalytic project of understanding trauma as one that should focus not on
the individual but on the societal and historical factors that have led them to breakdown. As Gerard
Fromm describes in the preface to this work, “It is about the history of families on the other side of
– lying beyond – the societal trauma that has devastated them and about the forces within their
social structure invested in cutting that history out of the sanctioned social narrative” (as cited in
Davoine & Gaudillière, 2004, p. xiii).
In many ways this is precisely the story of the families affected by the Kidnapped Children
Affair, whose experience has never been sanctioned or recognized. Families have been forced to
keep their experiences secret and/or feel shame about their trauma, further complicating their
process of grief and loss. Davoine and Gaudillière (2004) argue that these stories of pain and
trauma need to be told in order for healing to take place. If they cannot be spoken, they will be
expressed in another way, and if they are unthinkable, “their traces or debris are carried
generationally” (p. xiii).
Tova Gamliel (2019), a prominent Israeli anthropologist of Yemenite origin and whose aunt
was kidnapped from her grandmother in the 1950’s, identified a notable gap in scholarship about the
Affair: there is no psychological research about the families’ experience of loss and trauma.
Moreover, she asserts that even public conversations that do acknowledge the Affair, and may
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describe it as “horrific”, “unbelievable”, or “like the Holocaust,” focus on investigating the
circumstances of the kidnapping, leaving the psychic torment of the families largely opaque (p. 7).
Gamliel (2019), coining the term “Civil Melancholy” to describe the state of those whose
children were taken away from them. She identifies a double loss in the majority of the families,
especially those from Yemenite origin, who, she argues, in addition to the loss of their children,
suffered an ideological loss of faith in the Zionist project. She describes that many immigrants had
fantasized about the moment their feet would touch the land of Israel and that they viewed the
nurses who came to welcome them at the airport as “White angels” (p. 9). That the same state
apparatus then took away their children, meant the loss of the idea of Israel as a safe homeland. She
describes the families’ disbelief that a Jew could perpetrate this upon another Jew. It is also
important to consider that many of these immigrant families had already experienced the traumatic
“Orphan Decree” in Yemen, which sanctioned the Muslim State’s kidnapping of orphaned Jewish
children and their forced conversion to Islam.
3. Visual Postmemory: Photographs and Home Videos
Writing about amateur videos that U.S. soldiers took during the Vietnam war, Westwall
(2007) establishes home movies as being a historical artifact and an authority of lived experience
both at the same time. Westwall claims this establishes them as what he calls an “act of witness”, in
other words, “the claimed indexical power of films’ historical record and the authority of direct lived
experience – the home movies merge their constative and performative elements into an act of
witnessing” (Westwall, 2007, p. 144). Following Bourdieu’s (1996) notion of amateur filmmaking and
photography as family function (i.e., the act of taking a photograph or home video serves the purpose
of locating the family member within the context of the family as a whole), Westwall reiterates that
there are strict codes that determine what can and cannot be shown in a home movie. Any content
involving personal tragedy such as mental illness, incest, death etc. will not be shown. On a cultural
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or political level, he asserts that discrimination, exploitation crime and political conflict will usually
be avoided (Westwall, 2007).
Nevertheless, as Michelle Citron (1998) cautions: “In presenting the image of an ideal
selective past, home movies announce what is absent. They stand in for what is there and what is not
there. In their ambivalence, they both confess and hide” ( p. 20). Westwall attempts to locate the
more difficult aspects of fighting in the Vietnam war within the home movies. But as he attempts to
interrogate the films for evidence of the more complex aspects of reality, as a viewer, he is
discouraged from pursuing these leads usually due to the brevity of those sequences or the way
those moments, or what I will call traces, are quickly glossed over and sutured in the film text.
i. Traumatic Seeing.
“The camera freezes the child’s life, which can then be stored for safekeeping in an
album or a box or a tape…. At a deep-down level, these images may betray a parental
panic of losing one’s children.” (Citron, 1998, p. 11)

Marianne Hirsch’s notion of traumatic seeing is essential to understanding the concept of visual postmemory and how photographs retain meaning before and especially after events. She explains that
family images taken before a trauma acquire meaning “only belatedly, in retrospect” (Hirsch &
Spitzer, 2006, p. 175). In Hirsch and Spitzer’s discussion of the novel The Dark Room they quote the
sister of the protagonist who is searching for the truth about his Nazi grandfather in photographs:
“They don’t show anything, the pictures. They’re family shots, you know? Celebrations, always
happy. You can’t see anything” (quoted in Hirsch & Spitzer, 2009, p. 175). Hirsch asks a poignant
question that establishes the methodology for my project: “Can this type of ambiguous but affective
evidence…be mined as a resource by historians seeking to grasp and transmit the past’s emotional
truth?” (p. 176).
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Hirsch speaks of “post memory”, a powerful form of memory which is intermediated or
negotiated through imaginative or creative recollection, often through objects and photographs
(1997, p. 22). She sees this experience as unique to second- and third-generation survivors of
cultural and collective traumas, whose own stories are often deferred and shaped by the traumatic
events of the previous generation that cannot fully be comprehended or metabolized. Hirsch
identifies photographs as the medium that can connect the indirect and fragmentary nature of
second-generation memory. Following Roland Barthes conceptualization of photography’s
“umbilical” connection to life, she sees photographs as the “work of post memory”, as they attest to
the past’s existence as well as signal its unbridgeable distance (p. 23). Hirsch identifies Walter
Benjamin’s notion of “unconscious optics” as the camera’s ability to detect things invisible to the
human eye, as psychoanalysis does to the unconscious (p. 10), and she applies this to the reading of
family photographs and the ability to find clues in families’ visual interactions. I will argue that the
camera is not, so to speak, only “looking” but also expressing the unconscious of the photographer,
in this case of the amateur photographer.
For Hirsch (1997) “lives shaped by exile, emigration and relocation…photographs provide
perhaps even more than usual some illusion of continuity over time and space” (p. xi). For the
families who participated in this study, their lives have been shaped by not only immigration and
relocation but also by the trauma of the kidnapping.
Approaching the Affair from a traditional psychological research perspective would suggest
interviewing the families and perhaps administering statistically sound measures that would identify
the trauma and its effects. But when considering the power of the unconscious to obscure and elide
the manifest aspects of the psyche, as well as the unmetabolized trauma of the families, in this
project I am looking for a way into the subtler and hidden aspects of loss and trauma, ones that
cannot yet be expressed via speech. This is especially so in an atmosphere that casts doubt on the
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actual fact of kidnapping, leaving no room to process this ambiguous loss—ambiguous in the sense
that the loss is real but exists in a context where it is wholly denied.
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Chapter 2. Methodology
Healing from trauma depends on, what Jonathan Shay (1995) has called, “communalization
of the trauma”, or the ability to tell the story to someone who is listening and can be trusted, to
retell it truthfully to others (p. 4). In working with traumatized patients, in Shay’s case Vietnam
veterans, he advises, to primarily listen:
“So before analyzing, before classifying, before thinking, before trying to do anything—we
should listen…All too often…our mode of listening deteriorates into intellectual sorting…To
some degree that is institutionally and educationally necessary, but listening in this way
destroys trust” (p. 4).
As I embarked on this study and its analysis, I primarily operated from the mode of
listening. I wanted to use both a paradigm that would privilege the words of my subjects and allow
me to deeply listen to them and a sound methodology that would also give academic and scientific
credence to their words. Especially with a narrative that is socially and politically contested, I wanted
to ensure that my subjects would not only be listened to, but their narratives would also be believed.
This tension is very much alive when we listen to traumatized people:
At its worst, our educational system produces counselors, psychiatrists, psychologists, and
therapists who resemble museum-goers whose whole experience consists of mentally saying,
“That’s cubist!...that’s El Greco!” and who never see anything they’ve looked at. “Just listen!”
say the veterans when telling mental health professionals what they need to know…Passages
of narrative here contain the particularity of individual men’s experiences, bearing a different
order of meaningfulness than any categories they might be put into. (p. 4-5).
This study employs a mixed-methods approach: a quantitative method as well as a qualitative
method. This chapter begins with a description of the participants, recruitment, and the data
collection. Next, I outline chosen methods as well as the fit of these methods for the current study.
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Following this, I provide an overview of the study, the questionnaires, and procedure. I also devote
time to describe ethical considerations in the data collection, as well my positionality as a researcher.
Lastly, I describe how the qualitative and quantitative methods were employed and used in the data
analysis.
i. Participants: Desired sample size was determined by the analysis strategy (described
below) and previously done work in the qualitative field. For example, Hagaman and Wutich (2017)
have proposed that between 12-16 interviews are needed to achieve saturation amongst
homogenous groups. Despite diverse age-ranges and countries of origin, the subjects in the sample
are largely comparable and share religion, nationality and culture. Potential participants were
recruited in the summer of 2018. Participants were recruited purposively through social media posts,
broadcast emails, as well as in-person at the annual protest and memorial day for victims of the
Kidnapped Children Affair on June 21st, 2018, in Jerusalem (via one-on-one conversations and
flyers). The Amram Association, an activist organization that focuses on collected and digitizing
testimonies from families, broadcasted information about the study to their contacts as well as
provided contact information for specific families we were interested in recruiting for the study.
Those who had a family member (i.e., child, sibling, uncle/aunt etc.) kidnapped from them within
the context of the Kidnapped Children Affair were contacted and offered to participate in the study.
A total of 17 families were interviewed by both myself and my research assistant in the summer of
2018 (we conducted all the interviews together). One family decided to drop out of the study after
the initial interview as logistics became complicated due to elderly first-generation members and a
far geographic location. In recognition of the time they offered through their participation, families
were gifted a digitized copy of their home movies.
ii. Measures and Materials: Two primary measures were administered:
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(1) In-depth family interviews. I created a semi-structured questionnaire of 20 questions
(see appendix for full questionnaire) that was used to guide the interviews with the
participants. Sample items include: “What is the story of the kidnapping as it was told to
you?”; “How was the fact that your family was affected by the kidnapping received in the
wider community or town that you lived in?”. I conducted all interviews with the aid of a
research assistant. Interviews were conducted in Hebrew. All interviews were audio
recorded using two digital audio recorders. All the interviews were transcribed by a
professional transcriber. Interviews were analyzed in the original Hebrew. I translated
selected quotes from Hebrew to English to be used for the purpose of this manuscript.
The transcripts were then uploaded into a qualitative data analysis program called
MaxQDA Analytics Pro, version 20.0.08; VERBY GmbH 1995-2020. The transcripts
were coded by myself using an open coding method, which I will describe below.
In the first phase of thematic analysis, namely, familiarizing yourself with the data, Braun
and Clarke (2006) suggest that the researcher immerse themselves in the data by reading and rereading the interviews and searching for meanings and patterns. They also recommend that if the
data was transcribed by someone else, which in my case it was, that it would be important to
familiarize myself even more at this stage and check the transcripts for accuracy. I spent time reading
the transcripts as well as looking at each family’s photographs and videos if available.. I tried to
transport myself back to the occurrence of the interview and really be in the role of an active
listener: listening very intently to the narrative they were relaying.
(2) The Prolonged Grief Disorder Scale (PG-13) (Prigerson et al., 2008) was administered in
order to assess symptoms of complicated grief. This questionnaire is comprised of 13 items
addressing separation distress, cognitive, and emotional prolonged grief symptoms, as well as
limitations related to functioning and duration. Sample items include “In the past month, how often
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have you felt yourself longing or yearning for the person you lost?”, and “In the past month, how
often have you tried to avoid reminders that the person you lost is gone?”.
Eleven of the items are rated on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (several times
daily/overwhelmingly) and two items (i.e., duration and impairment) are yes/no questions. In order
to receive a Prolonged Grief Disorder diagnosis, five criteria (A-E) have to be met. The first
criterion (A) represents the event: the respondent has lost a significant other. The second criterion
(B) is supposed to indicate separation distress. Either item one (longing or yearning for the
deceased) or item two (intense feelings of emotional pain) of the PG-13 have to be present on a
daily basis (i.e. the respondent has to answer by 4 or 5). Criterion C is a duration criterion (i.e.,
separation distress must have been present at least for the past 6 months.) As the kidnappings
occurred over 60 years ago as well as some subjects not being alive when the child was kidnapped,
this criterion was not queried. Criterion D represents cognitive, emotional and behavioral symptoms.
PG-13-items 4–11 represent these symptoms and the respondent has to answer that at least 5 of
these symptoms were experienced at least “once a day” or “quite a bit” to meet criteria. Criterion E
eventually indicates impairment in social, occupational or other important aspects. Cronbach’s Alpha
suggests high internal reliability (a = .82) for this measure. Although there is a reliable translation of
the measure on the Cornell-Weill End of Life study website (Assessments And Tools | Center for
Research on End-of-Life Care, n.d.), it is not known if this measure has been used with Hebrewspeaking subjects before (Prigerson, personal communication). To the best of my knowledge there
has been only one study that has used this measure with Middle-Eastern refugees (Steil et al., 2019)
which is most comparable with the identity of the participants in the current study. That study noted
the limitation of this measure as normed on Western populations, does not assess for somatization
symptoms which have been found to be more prevalent in non-Western populations (Steil et al.,
2019). See the appendix for the questionnaire in Hebrew and English.
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I specifically chose a grief measure rather than a trauma measure as I felt that it best
captured the nature of the event, i.e. the ambiguous loss of a family member as well as addressed
the fact that family members had not been present themselves when the loss had occurred. The
PGD-13 especially captured the sense of loss that is unresolved as opposed to other measures that
focused on the actual death of a loved one, and specific nostalgia related to their lived existence (see
for example Inventory of Complicated Grief, Prigerson, 1995). Another consideration was wanting
to avoid pathologizing the subjects in the sample: whereas trauma and the PTSD diagnosis is often
seen as a serious psychological diagnosis, grief, mourning and loss is afforded more legitimacy in
Israeli society. For example, the grieving of widows and family members of fallen soldiers is widely
recognized and commemorated on a national level on Memorial Day (Malkinson & Bar-tur, 2000).
On the other hand, PTSD experienced by soldiers in war and combat is often viewed as shameful
and is not openly spoken about or nationally recognized.
The PGD-13 determines the level of complicated grief as reported by the participants.
Having this quantitative measure informed the analyses of the responses to the in-depth interview
as to how much complicated grief the participants are experiencing even decades after the event. It
is important to note that this measure is largely adjunctive to the qualitative data and interview.

1. Qualitative Methodology: Thematic Analysis
Thematic Analysis is a qualitative methodology for identifying, analyzing and reporting
themes (or patterns) within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). It offers a sound method of coding and
categorizing, which at the same time privileges a familiarization and immersion into the data that is
akin to a therapeutic listening. Unlike other qualitative methods, such as grounded theory or
interpretive phenomenological analysis, thematic analysis is not wedded to a pre-existing theoretical
framework and as such can be used within a wide range of theoretical frameworks. Braun and Clarke
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(2006) have suggested that thematic analysis can be used both as a realist (i.e., reporting on the
reality and meaning of participants) and constructionist method (i.e., reporting on how realities,
events, meanings are the effects of a range of discourses operating within society). Braun and Clarke
(2006) also suggested that thematic analysis can also have a critical realism perspective which
acknowledged that individuals make meaning out of their experiences and at the same time how the
broader social context influences these meanings. Because thematic analysis can be used to both
reflect and question notions of reality, Braun and Clarke noted that clarity about the theoretical
position of the researcher is essential. This is because each theoretical orientation carries certain
assumptions about the data.
The main unit of meaning in thematic analysis is a “theme”, which Braun and Clarke have
described as “a patterned response or meaning within the data set” (2006, p. 10). There is no
stringent rule for what proportion of the data needs to contain a pattern in order for it to be
considered a theme, thus it is the researcher’s judgment which determines what qualifies as a theme.
Braun and Clarke (2006) also emphasize that what determines a theme is less so the quantifiable
aspect, but more whether or not the theme or pattern captures something important in relation to
the research question. Braun and Clarke (2006) propose a number of decisions that need to be
explicitly acknowledged and discussed before embarking on a thematic analysis, such as (1) what
constitutes a theme; (2) whether or not the researcher will be focusing on themes from the entire
data set or deciding to provide a more nuanced and detailed account of one particular theme; (3)
whether or not to do an inductive or a “bottom up” approach (i.e., where themes emerge from the
data without a strong relationship to the theory or the direct questions asked, as opposed to a
deductive or “top down” approach where the theory drives the discovery of themes); (4) to focus on
either the semantic or latent level of the data (i.e., whether to focus on the explicit or surface
meanings or the more latent or unconscious level of interpretation); (5) what the epistemology is of
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the research. If approaching the research from an essentialist or realist epistemology, an
unidirectional relationship is assumed between meaning, experience and language, whereas if
approaching it from a constructionist epistemology, meaning and experience are considered to be
socially produced.
Braun and Clarke (2006) propose six phases for analyzing data using thematic analysis. They
argue that writing is an integral part of the analysis across all phases and that the jotting down of
ideas and coding schemes should continue throughout all six phases. They also note the different
approaches to engaging with relevant literature during the analysis. In outlining the phases for
analysis, Braun and Clarke emphasize the recursive rather than linear nature of the phases, as well as
the emphasis on the analysis as a process that develops over time.
Phase 1: Familiarizing oneself with the data. As per, Braun and Clarke I initially went
through the interviews as well as photographs and home movies searching for meanings and
patterns. I made notes and bookmarked certain videos and images as I began to mark ideas for
coding. As I had not transcribed the interviews myself, I allocated significant time to familiarize
myself with the data and to check the transcripts for accuracy against the audio recordings.
Phase 2: Generating initial codes. In the second phase I read through the interview and
generated initial codes that identified a feature of the data that I felt was important. For this phase I
utilized the MAXQDA software and I attempted to code for as many potential themes or patterns.
Phase 3: Searching for Themes. In this phase I attempted to sort the different codes into
potential themes. For example, I collated codes relevant to traumatic symptoms into a master code
or theme called “PTSD”. As Braun and Clarke recommend using mind maps in this phase, I looked
at the most prevalent codes across the interviews and attempted to visualize the overall themes.
Phase 4: Reviewing themes. In this phase I attempted to consolidate and refine the
candidate themes from phase three. I read through the various coded extracts and tried to identify
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an overarching and coherent theme. Some extracts, I realized, fit better under a certain code when
looking at them a second time. I also looked over the interviews to make sure there was any
additional material within themes that had not been coded. At this point, together with mindmap
from phase three, I felt I had a good sense of how the themes told a coherent story about the story.
Phase 5: Defining and naming themes. In this phase I tried to distill the essence of each
theme and also decided which themes are sub-themes of a larger theme. I gave names to the
different themes as an attempt to give my reader a sense of what each theme is about while also
using direct quotes from the interviewees themselves. In this way I felt that almost collaboratively,
my subjects were giving names to the themes I had identified.
Phase 6: Producing the report. This phase involves the final analysis and the write up of
the report. In this phase my goal was to tell the complex story that emerged from the interviews
themselves while also aiming to convince my readers of the validity of my analysis. In the write up,
which is presented here in the results section, I provide direct quotes from the interviews themselves
to give the reader a feel of both the overall theme as well as the particular experience of the
individual or family themselves.
2. Image-based Research
Imaged-based researchers have often not been explicit about their research design, and few
examples exist of good research design practice (Prosser, 1998). This provides a challenge, as part
of the success of image-based research depends on these researchers adhering to the more
“orthodox” researcher’s methodological concerns. In one exemplar of a study like this, Rieger (1996)
provides all the elements that are necessary to a sociological study such as an explication of the
theory, a rationale for combining research strategies, the use of complimentary non-visual methods
and the use of triangulation to add trustworthiness to the visual data. Rieger emphasizes that imagebased research “must adhere to the same standards of evidence and inference” (p. 45) demanded of
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broader qualitative research. Prosser emphasizes that a hallmark of sound research design is that the
researcher notes how and by what criteria the data will be interpreted (Prosser, 1998).
In terms of data collection, one thing to consider is to question the identity of the
researcher and the access and role they play vis-à-vis the research participants. Prosser and Schwartz
(1998) discuss the role of the researcher as an outsider and how one might bridge that gap. They
provide an example of a study of Navajo Indians in 1972, to whom the researchers taught the
technology of filmmaking, thus enabling them to represent their tradition and rituals themselves.
They observe that often researchers do not discuss the ethical dilemmas around these issues and
encourage that they be addressed in the research design and implementation of the research study.
Prosser and Shwartz (1998) consider the idea of using “found photographs” as similar to
historical and archival documents which can be useful for what they call “backward mapping” but
often lack context as to the relationship between photographer and subject, as well as why a
particular photograph survived. They ask a question pertinent to my project: “How can one
interpret an image or assess its significance without its context?” (p. 122). Following Trachtenberg
(1989), they assert that it is important to create an “encompassing structure” in order to view the
images, i.e. an analytic framework or other contextual data such as “field notes, auto/biographical
details about the photographer or participants” (p. 122). They also emphasize that other contextual
information such as historical, political, social and cultural information aid in the interpretation
because they give us the background in which the image emerged.
This study is conceptualizing photographs and home movies as artifacts of what has been
called “history from below,” moving “beyond the traditional historiography of elites into intellectual
alliances with social theory, anthropology, psychoanalysis, ethnography, and even science to admit –
and find – new source material that tells different stories of those who have been denied a history” (Ishizuka
& Zimmermann, 2008, p. 4, my emphasis).
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The power and identity dynamics between perpetrators and victims is important to consider.
In almost all cases, children were vanished from low-income, disenfranchised Jewish immigrant
families of Arab, North African, Persian or Balkan descent, whereas perpetrators operated in a
system of European-Jewish (Ashkenazi) doctors, nurses and social workers who believed there were
“better homes” for these children away from their backward and primitive biological families. That
context is also at play when, for example, an academic or medical professional suggests an
alternative explanation for what they term “disappearance” in which confused parents “forgot” or
“lost track of ” sick children (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 75). Statements made by doctors and nurses
suggested that the Ashkenazim believed that they had the best interests of these immigrants in
mind. One nurse said “Maybe we did them a favor. Some of them did not come in a hurry to get
their children” (Madmoni-Gerber, 2009, p. 81).
In the context of an historical event whose actuality is called into question by those in
power, the method of working with “history from below” is all the more important, and it is
essential to create a pathway into academia for these kinds of artifacts to further our understanding
in fields like psychology. Home movies “are not simply documentary evidence of some lost event,
but are symptomatic tracings of a trauma that is unresolved yet worked through images, words,
testimonies” (Ishizuka & Zimmermann, 2008, p. 21). Whereas Hirsch (1997) investigates images
from before the Holocaust which then acquire meaning much later, I examine home movies and
photographs following the traumatic time point of the state kidnappings to discover what traces the
trauma left in the representation of families in which one or more of its members are absent.

In terms of methodology for fieldwork, Chalfen (1998) suggests that when collecting
images, it is important to create a questionnaire that uses closed as well as open-ended questions. He
also suggests doing “Photo-interviews” (p. 229), i.e. interviews with family members while they
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review their photograph (or in this case video) collection and focus on specific photographs or
moments. Chalfen emphasizes that because images are “high context artifacts” (p. 229), the context
surrounding the making and meaning of the image cannot possibly be gleaned in any other way. As
he posits: “The personal significance of snapshot images lies in the minds and voices of their
custodians….the original photographer, the maker of the family album, or someone in a specific
photograph” (p. 229).
Rather than examine case-effect relations, following qualitative researchers in psychology, I
am attempting to understand how participants experience events and make meaning out of them
(Reavey and Johnson, 2017). Despite qualitative psychology’s focus on the spoken language (what
has been termed the “discursive turn in social psychology”, speech is not the only way people
engage with the world and relate their experiences (Reavey & Johnson, 2017). This failure of
language to capture lived experience has caused scholars and researchers to turn toward other
methodologies, namely visual ones, in order to best capture people’s experiences (Cromby, 2015). I
perceived visual methodologies as a unique way of capturing affect. I’m thinking here of Roland
Barthes notion of “punctum”, i.e. the way images can prick or wound us, and how they give us
access to more intense and specific feeling and experience (Reavey & Johnson, 2017). Reavey (2020)
has noted that psychological research has always utilized the visual to document research and often
validate findings. In fact many famous experiments, including those of Stanley Milgram and Phillip
Zimbardo have used photography as an integral part of demonstrating and even proving their
claims (Reavey, 2021).
As this study employs a multi-method approach, i.e. qualitative and quantitative data as well
as collected images, it is important to note that paradigmatically these different methods are not
necessarily congruous (Bazeley, 2004). Specifically, although this study uses a quantitative measure, I
am not subscribing overall to a positivist paradigm, i.e. one that privileges objective observation and
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precise measurement. On the contrary, this research recognizes the subjectivity of research and the
principal investigator. In contrast to an experimental or quasi-experimental design, this study has no
control group. Additionally, beyond the in-depth interview there is no direct intervention toward the
study group that would necessitate a control group. In fact, the goal of qualitative work is depth
over breadth. Instead of trying to gather data from a representative sample of a population,
qualitative research attempts to collect more in-depth and intimate data about a small group (Ambert
et al., 1995). Qualitative research also aims to understand how and why people behave and make
meaning, as opposed to quantitative research which focuses on what people do on a large scale
(Ambert et al., 1995).
iii. Procedure: All participants were interviewed in their homes and these interviews were
audio-recorded. Family members, i.e. first, second and third generation family members, were
interviewed at the same time as a group. In three cases, different family members were interviewed
separately from each other due to geographical location of family members, scheduling and family
preference (i.e. we interviewed one sibling and then another, or a sibling and niece who lived in
different places of the country). I chose to interview families as a group because there was power to
shared recollection and memory. Participants themselves also saw the interview itself as an
opportunity to gather family members together to tell their story.
Participants were first given an oral explanation of the study, explained the risks and
benefits, and signed a consent form. They had the option of choosing whether to stay anonymous
or explicitly giving their consent to be named using their real names as well as using the visual
materials un-anonymously. Following this, the semi-structured questionnaire was administered.
Follow up questions and prompts were used as needed. After the formal interview, participants were
asked to show family albums or other visual material they had. Participants were asked about each
photograph and to give some context to each of the materials (e.g., when was the photo taken? by
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who?) If there were home movies, they were often also viewed together with participants in order to
get further context and their interpretation of the images. At the end, participants completed the
PG-13 questionnaire using paper and pen. Finally, participants were thanked for their time and
informed of when to expect a digital copy of their home movies. This protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the City University of New York on June 14th, 2018, protocol
number 2018-0652.
iv. Ethical Considerations and Context
It is worth noting the high level of understandable mistrust that was characteristic of almost
all the participants. Many of the interviews began with the participants, rather than the researchers
asking questions. Many participants were especially curious about the identities and origin of the
researchers, they asked many questions about the researchers’ families of origin, where they had
grown up, what was their connection to the Affair, and why they had chosen to research this specific
topic. It was especially helpful that Yifat Shlomi-Harel, my research assistant, is of Yemenite origin
and also is a family member of an aunt who was kidnapped. Participants immediately felt more at
ease when learning this detail and the Yemenite participants especially queried Yifat about Yemenite
relatives they might have in common and their place of origin in Yemen. I was especially open about
my Mizrahi identity and the Moroccan origin of my father. I also explicitly mentioned growing up in
Hadera (an area that is located close to Ein Shemer, one of the big Yemenite immigration camps in
the 1950’s) and having many Yemenite classmates from whom I had first learned about the Affair.
Many participants expressed surprise that the academia was dedicating resources and interest
in the Affair, and when hearing that this research was under the auspices of a U.S. university, they
usually commented on how this type of research could only be done abroad and noted that the
topic is taboo in Israeli academia. Following this questioning, I usually began by explicitly stating my
stance that the kidnappings happened and that the goal of the research is to highlight the suffering
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of the families from this standpoint. In classical psychology research, to state the research
motivation and subjectivity so explicitly, would usually be seen as contaminating the participant’s
response and creating a bias. At the same time, in the context of a tragedy and trauma that is
constantly called into question, I felt it was absolutely necessary and ethically imperative to align
myself with the families and their plight. Many families spoke explicitly of how their mistrust in
other systems began with the kidnapping itself to the different commissions and to the Israeli media
who had ignored their plight. Some families explicitly spoke of instances where original documents
had been confiscated from them by the police-- documents that were not returned during the
official commissions-- and other ways that they had been exploited. Their mistrust was
understandable, protective, and adaptable given their experiences. Here was a researcher who was
asking them to share their most vulnerable feelings about their loss, grief and trauma as well as
wanted to collect photographs and take original copies of home movies to digitize them.
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Chapter 3: Results
Participants
A total of 40 participants from 16 different families participated in the study. The age range
was 29-84 (M = 59.97, SD = 14.41). More than half the sample (72.5%) identified as female. Most
participants (80%) were born in Israel, while 3 participants (7%) were born in Yemen, and 5
participants (12%) were born in other countries (i.e., Morocco, Iran & the US). A majority of the
participants were siblings of kidnapped children (n=31; 77.5%); others were nieces/nephews (n=8);
one participant is a parent of a kidnapped child; and one participant is a stepsibling. For 33
participants (82%) their family origin is from Yemen, four participants (10%) identified their country
of origin as Morocco, two participants (5%) were from Iran, and one participant is from Turkey.
Table 1.0 Demographics of Participants
Characteristic
Age (years)
Mean (SD)
Range
Gender
Female
Male
Place of Birth
Israel
Yemen
Iran
Morocco
USA
Relationship to kidnapped child
Parent
Sibling
Step-sibling
Niece/Nephew
Country of origin
Yemen
Morocco
Iran
Turkey

n

%

58.97 (14.41)
29-84
29
11

72.5
27.5

32
3
2
2
1

80
7
5
5
2.5

1
31
1
8

2.5
77.5
2.5
20

33
4
2
1

82.5
10
5
2.5
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Visual Material
All 16 families shared visual material. Most families (93%) shared family photographs
scanned directly from family albums, sent to the researchers via WhatsApp, and/or downloaded
from a family hard drive. Some families also shared photographs that were indirectly connected to
the kidnapping such as: images from protests; photographs of items belonging to the kidnapped
child (such as clothing and jewelry); photographs of news clippings; and photographs from
unmarked grave sites. Nine families (56%) shared home movies and amateur films. In some cases,
families shared entire hard drives of family pictures, home movies, pictures from protests, and
personal archives of news clippings connected to the kidnapping.
Only two families had photographs of their kidnapped child. Given that the kidnappings in
the sample occurred in the late 1940’s-1950’s, as well as given the fact that the kidnappings occurred
shortly after a family’s immigration and when most babies were very young, this was expected.
Another factor that contributed to the lack of photographs of the kidnapped children, was that
many families in the sample were of low social and economic status upon immigration, and thus did
not have the luxury of having a camera at home.
Table 1.1 Visual Materials
Types of materials shared
Any type of visual materials
Photographs
Home movies
Photograph(s) of the kidnapped child

Number of Families
16
15
9
2

% in overall sample
100
93
56
12.5

Qualitative Data Analysis
The second phase of thematic analysis, namely, “generating initial codes” yielded over 200
codes (284 to be precise) which gave me a broad sense of what is contained in the data. Following
Braun and Clarke, I coded for as many themes and patterns as possible. After these initial 200+
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codes, I began phase three, which meant searching for themes across the different codes. I noted
frequency of codes across the data set, using the MAXQDA program. Here is a list of most
frequent codes (by interview and by segment) in the data set where more than half the sample was
identified with that code (i.e. at least 8 families):
Table 2.0 Interviews with Code13
Code
Resemblance
The Absent Father
Fear of separation
Anger
Searching
Ambiguous Loss
Sad Gaze in the Photograph
Prior loss/Other loss
Racism
Not Knowing the Language
Crying
Fear of Giving Birth in the Hospital
Guilt/Confusion
Denial
Paranoia
Parallels with the Holocaust
Protection

n
14
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

%
63.64
50.00
45.45
45.45
45.45
45.45
40.91
40.91
40.91
40.91
36.36
36.36
36.36
36.36
36.36
36.36
36.36

The fourth phase of thematic analysis involved the refinement of codes and subcodes. It
became evident for example, that “searching” was actually a sub-theme of ambiguous loss. At this
point I felt I had a clear picture of the overall codes and subcodes and a sense of the overall story
they told about my data and participants’ experiences.
After looking at both the prominent codes in the data, in terms of both the frequency in the
data set overall, and within each specific family as well, I consolidated the codes into major codes
13 This is the number of documents in which the respective code was assigned. Because some families were
interviewed separately there are actually 18 interviews from 16 different families that were coded.
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and subcodes that fit together considering the literature review, symptoms of trauma, complicated
grief and complex PTSD. As Braun and Clarke (2006) also recommend using visual tools such as
mind maps to help sort the different codes into themes, I created a visual map of the most frequent
codes and their subcodes

Figure 1. Mind Map of Codes and Subcodes
At this stage I began to have an idea of what my primary themes were. In the fifth phase, i.e.
Defining and Naming Themes, I attempted to distill what the different themes were, and what
aspect of the data they captured. I asked myself, “what is the meaning of this theme?”, “what
assumptions are underlying this theme,” “what conditions are likely to have given rise to this theme,”
“why do people talk about this theme in a particular way?” and “what is the overall story these
themes reveal about the topic?”. Overall, I conceptualized four major themes that best captured the
experience of the participants and their stories:
1. “There will always be a “maybe”: The burden and hope of ambiguous loss
2. “I started imagining that someone is stealing the baby from the cradle”: Fear of
separation, protection and paranoia.
3. “We were naïve and we didn’t know the language”: The vulnerability of
immigration, racism and denial.
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4. Photography of Absence: Documentation and photography as protection against
loss.
Within these over-arching themes there were also specific sub-themes that spoke to more to
specific experiences or challenges that participants described.
The first theme namely, “There will always be a “maybe”: The burden and hope of
ambiguous loss, encompassed experiences and symptomology that correlated directly with Pauline
Boss’ conceptualization of ambiguous loss (Boss, 1999; Huppertz, 2018). This included
preoccupation with searching for the kidnapped child, feelings of guilt and confusion, and affect
dysregulation such as anger and crying, consistent with complex PTSD. This also included
experiences families described of prior loss and ways in which the kidnapping was an experience of
re-traumatization14.
The second theme, “I started imagining that someone is stealing the baby from the
cradle”: Fear of separation, protection and paranoia - there are the subthemes of general fear
and anxiety, especially around children and child rearing; a specific fear about giving birth, a
subtheme of protection of children and a more acute phenomena of paranoia that participants
described around being separated from their children.
Within the third theme, “We were naïve and we didn’t know the language”: The
vulnerability of immigration, racism and denial was an attempt to capture seemingly disparate
coded experiences that were evidently related to the unique (and also traumatic) experience of
immigration. This entailed specific immigrant experiences around not knowing the language and
absence of the father as a result of immigration. This theme also encapsulated the racism specific to
Boss (2018) has noted how many families often experience different types of ambiguous loss simultaneously.
For example, in the 9/11 attacks many people who had missing spouses also reported that they were caring for an
elderly parent with dementia (p. 93).
14
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the Mizrahi immigrant experience as well as intergenerational trauma. It also contains the subtheme
of denial of the Affair which was how the immigrant families related to the dominant culture.
In the fourth theme of Photography of Absence: Documentation and photography as
protection against loss, I attempted to capture how traces of trauma were particularly apparent in
the visual realm. This manifested both in how participants spoke about their images as well as how
they were especially focused on issues of resemblance and how they pertained to the searching for
the kidnapped child. Within in this theme I also locate specific ways in which participants used
vernacular photography to recreate, metabolize and imagine the traumatic experience.
Table 2.1 Major themes and subthemes in the study:
Themes & Subthemes
1. “There will always be a “maybe””: The burden and hope of ambiguous loss
1.1“I took it upon myself to look for her”: Searching for the kidnapped
2. “I started imagining that someone is stealing the baby from the cradle”: Fear of Separation, Protection and
Paranoia.
3. “We were naïve and we didn’t know the language”: The vulnerability of immigration, racism and denial.
3.1 “My father isn’t in the picture”: The absent father as a factor in the kidnapping
3.2 “I didn’t speak even one word of Hebrew!”: Not knowing the language and its impact on the
kidnapping
3.3: “It’s a Yemenite Holocaust”: Understanding the kidnappings through a Holocaust lens
4. Photography of Absence: Documentation and photography as protection against loss
4.1 “She’s smiling but there was always this streak of sadness”: traces of trauma in the family
photographs
The final and sixth phase is the final analysis of the data which I will present here. As Braun
and Clarke (2006) have suggested, the aim of this report is to tell a complex story of the data that
also convinces the reader (you) of the validity of the analysis.
Theme 1: “There will always be a “maybe”: The burden and hope of ambiguous loss
Ambiguous loss was the most prominent theme in terms of the times it was coded, and the
second most prominent code overall. The interview with Vicky, a 66-year-old woman of Turkish
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descent, was the most emblematic of the tension present between wondering whether someone was
dead or alive, and the tension between the desire to know and not wanting to know.
Vicky’s brother, Ya’akov was kidnapped two months after her family came to Israel from
Turkey. Vicky heard from her aunt Louisa that Ya’akov had a severe stomach upset and was taken to
Assuta hospital. The medical staff said that the child would have to stay overnight and despite
Vicky’s mothers’ pleadings they did not allow her to stay with the child. In the morning when they
came to visit the child, they were told that he had passed away. Vicky’s parents pleaded in Turkish
and English to see the child, saying “baby” and “chodokler15” as they did not know how to speak
Hebrew. They were told that the child had already been buried and were given the number of a
burial plot on a piece of paper.
Vicky had come to learn of the kidnapping of her brother after her mother’s death and since
then she has dedicated her time and resources to finding out the truth about her brother. This
ambiguity was apparent in Vicky’s decision making. On the one hand, Vicky had chosen to not do a
DNA test which could potentially connect her to her brother. At the same time, she was holding
onto a deep belief that if she saw a death certificate for her brother this would suffice her desire for
knowledge and give her peace.
This ambiguity was also evident in a tension between two prominent subthemes in Vicky’s
interview: a theme of burden and a theme of dreams. “I so much want to get rid of all this baggage
that I have”. She identified this burden and baggage as one that is connected to her parents, for
example: “like I did something for my parents – for myself and for my parents. First of all, for my
parents. That I did something.”. It is a burden that was not necessarily bestowed to her, but one she
steps up to receive as a way to quiet her guilt about how much pain and suffering her parents
endured. The burden also stems from the kidnapping being a family secret and how Vicky reconciles
15

Child in Turkish
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what was hidden from her. When Vicky spoke about this burden or debt to her parents her voice
became raspy and you could hear it crack a little, like she was almost on the verge of tears.
In contrast to the voice of burden, Vicky holds within her hopes and dreams in regard to
her missing brother. This voice expresses Vicky’s dream life, her imagination, the place where she
can finally feel relief. For example:
I dream that we are all around a grave and open the grave, and there is nothing, and
we are looking in shock: there is no body, no bones, nothing! And some [takes a deep breath]
kind of sigh of relief. Here he is alive!
In her dream or imagination is the only place where she does not have the burden of proof,
where she does not doubt herself, where she can be certain in her imagination. In this voice she can
imagine her brother: “I see him in my imagination. He is different. I see a tall man with dark hair,
round, light-skinned, with blue eyes – a handsome man”.
This place of reverie allows her to feel comfort, to feel released from the burden of the
prior generations and to just imagine her brother. We can see here how Vicky is negotiating the pain
and loss of her family, how she is dealing with ambiguous loss. On the legal and bureaucratic level,
the voice is one of burden and responsibility. Because of the nature of ambiguity of the loss, there
is not much that Vicky can do. Even if she receives a death certificate there is always the question of
forgery and fabrication. Even if she searches for her brother, he may have grown up in a family
where he was not told that he was adopted. The theme of burden is one of not knowing, of never
finding out the truth and deciphering the secret and mystery of her parents’ pain.
Mesodi, an 83-year-old woman born in Morocco had her daughter Ilana, kidnapped from
her. She described how the burden of ambiguity continued to haunt her even into her old age:
One day Beber came to me, and he said: Mama, don’t go to the senior’s club today!
They want us at the Bikkur Holim hospital – it’s about some sort of test that they know her
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[…] She wants to speak to us about the child. She said to him: tell me, we want to give you
some sort of documents, is your mother still alive? He said: yes. Can you bring her? He said:
Yes. Don’t go to the senior’s club, come with me there. It was raining cats and dogs that day,
and we went to her, she gave us the death certificate. I told her: What? I thought she might
still be alive. I came, I haven’t even had anything to drink, I ran so fast to see, and I told the
senior’s club that they want to speak with us. I went to the senior’s club the next day and they
asked me: So what did you do? Did they find the girl? I told them: Nothing, they only found
a death certificate. Never mind the death certificate, where is the grave?! They didn’t show me
anything – no grave, nothing!16

Subtheme 1.2: “I took it upon myself to look for her”: Searching for the kidnapped
Pauline Boss has noted how survivors of ambiguous loss are often preoccupied with
searching for the missing. This was consistent with the data, and the code “searching” was coded 18
times. Participants described a preoccupation in their families of searching, searching in the street,
searching while on a trip abroad or in specific events related to the Affair such as conferences and
town halls. One participant described especially looking for his sister on election days when he
imagined she might show up at her designated voting site based on the national ID number he has
for her. Vicky, a 66-year-old participant of Turkish descent, described:
I am always looking, all the time! You won’t believe it. All of my trips when I was
abroad, I always look to the side. All the time! Maybe he could look like this, maybe he could
16 . אל תלכי למועדון! הם רוצים אותנו בביקור חולים – איזה בדיקה שמכירים אותה, מאמא: והוא אמר לי, בבר בא אליי,יום אחד
 אנחנו רוצים למסור, תגיד לי: אמרה לו. היא רוצה לדבר אתנו על הילדה. אחותו הייתה גרה אתי. היה גר אתנו-היא נשואה לאח של ממיליאן
 זה היה גשם. תבואי אתי לשם, למחרת אל תלכי למועדון. כן: אתה יכול להביא אותה? אמר לה. כן: אימא עוד חיה? אמר.לכם איזה טפסים
 רצתי מהר, אפילו לא שתיתי, באתי. מה? חשבתי אולי היא חיה: אמרתי לה. נתנה לנו את התעודת פטירה, הלכנו אצלה.מבול באותו היום
: מה עשית? מצאו את הילדה? אמרתי להם, נו: ושאלו אותי, הלכתי למחרת למועדון. ואמרתי להם במועדון שרוצים לדבר אתנו,לראות מה
. לא כלום, איפה הקבר! לא הראו לי כלום – לא קבר, אין תעודת פטירה. רק מצאו תעודת פטירה.שום דבר
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look like that. It’s very painful this whole subject! What he looks like, how if so, how would
he respond, if he even knows that he’s adopted. If he doesn’t know, if he searched, if he tried.
It could be that it’s the family that hid the subject from him, because he’s a baby, even though
ten months old – you get used to it, he doesn’t remember…But even just to know: there is
body, there isn’t a body, alive, dead – that’s all!
The searching process was especially pronounced when participants traveled abroad. Tami, a 62year-old woman of Yemenite descent described:
He should be 68 years old by now. My feeling is all the time…I was in Canada last
week, and I am like looking for him. I am in America, I am always looking for him. I am
looking for someone…feeling constantly that I will discover him. Twenty years ago I was in
the US, my son had a Bar Mitzva, we went with him on an organized tour, and on the tour I
had a partner who also came with his son, and they brought a local tour guide who came onto
the bus and introduced herself: How did she introduce herself? I live here in New York so
and so years, I was in Israel in the 1950’s as a nurse—wow! I started shaking! She was a nurse
in the 50’s in the baby houses17
It seemed that the searching was more pronounced when connected to places outside of Israel. This
was probably due to an article from 1967 in Ha’Olam Haze, a weekly popular magazine, that
Yemenite babies were sold for adoption to Americans for $5,000 per child (quoted in MadmoniGerber, 2009, p. 83; see Shifriss, 2019 for more discussion of how Jewish babies were in high
demand outside of Israel, particularly in the United States). Avner, a 62-year-old participant of
 אני כל, אני באמריקה. אני כאילו מחפשת אותו, אני הייתי בקנדה שבוע שעבר... כל הזמן התחושה שלי. צריך להיות68  הוא בן17
 לבן שלי היה בר- אני הייתי לפני עשרים שנה בארה"ב. כל הזמן אני בתחושה שאני אגלה אותו.... אני מחפשת מישהו.הזמן מחפשת אותו
 והביאו לנו מדריכה מקומית שעלתה לאוטובוס והציגה, ובטיול מאורגן היה לי בן זוג שגם עלה עם הבן שלו, נסעתי אתו לטיול מאורגן,מצווה
 עלתה המדריכה. כבר66  שלום היום בן. לשלום- ולא דיברנו על זה. ולבן זוג שלי יש תאומה חטופה, לי יש אח חטוף, עכשיו.את עצמה
 וואו! רעד- אני הייתי בארץ בשנות החמישים בתור אחות, איך היא הציגה את עצמה? אני גרה פה בניו יורק כך וכך שנים:והציגה את עצמה
.אחז אותי! היא הייתה בשנות החמישים אחות בבית תינוקות
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Yemenite descent described how his mother would always prefer to watch foreign programs on TV:
“Now we used to watch movies on TV, she would switch to movies from overseas where they spoke
different languages. I would say to her: Mom, we are watching a movie in Hebrew. No, I want to see,
maybe I will see your sister on the street”18. Avner described that this searching was present in his
own psyche too:
All the time, without a break! In every place, at the Western Wall, every place. Once it
happened: At the Western Wall I would look for someone Yemenite-looking amongst the
Haredim (Ultra-Orthodox Jews) and one time I found. We were with a group. I am praying
and I see someone with white stockings and such, someone from one of the Hassidic groups
– and this person is totally Yemenite19! And this confused me so much, that at that moment I
didn’t do anything! I was so shocked. You see a Yemenite man in Hassidic clothing. And the
bus was already waiting – almost leaving…I need to run to the bus, so I started running to the
bus and I said to myself: Hold on, what am I doing? I like saw the one that I have been
searching for my whole life, and suddenly I give up! So I ran to the bus driver, I told him: hold
on a minute, I left something at the Wall, I ran like crazy back there, to see, to speak with him”
20

This searching extended into the digital age. Hadas, a 31-year-old woman of Moroccan
descent described searching for her aunt on social media: “Even to this day, every time I am
 אנחנו, אימא: אני אומרת לה. היא עוברת לסרטים של חו"ל שמדברים שפות אחרות- היינו רואים בטלוויזיה סרטים, עכשיו18
. אולי אני אראה ברחוב את אחותך, אני רוצה לראות, לא-רואים סרט בעברית
19 Hassidic communities are predominantly White and Ashkenazi and do not typically accept members who are
not direct biological descendants. Because of this one could reasonably assume that this man was adopted or the child of
an adoptee.
 ופעם אחת, בכותל הייתי מחפש בין החרדים מישהו תימני: פעם זה קרה לי. בכל מקום, בכותל, כל הזמן בלי הפסקה! כל מקום20
 והבן אדם תימני לגמרי! ואז זה כל- אני רואה מישהו עם גרביים לבנות וזה – מישהו מאחת החסידויות, אני מתפלל. היינו עם קבוצה.מצאתי
 כאילו הוא- והאוטובוס כבר חיכה לנו. את רואה תימני בלבוש חסידות. שבאותה שנייה לא עשיתי כלום! הייתי ממש בהלם,כך בלבל אותי
, מה אני עושה? אני כאילו ראיתי אחד שאני מחפש אותו כל החיים, רגע: ואמרתי, ואז רצתי לאוטובוס, את צריכה לרוץ לאוטובוס...כבר
. לדבר אתו וזה, לראות אותו- רצתי ריצת אמוק לשם, שכחתי משהו בכותל, חכה רגע: אמרתי לו,ופתאום אני מוותר! אז רצתי לנהג
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on Facebook and see the name Dalia, I open up the profile, I see if she is older, what her
family looks like, if her relatives look like her”21.

Figure 1. Picture of Dalia
Hadas spoke about the prominence of seeing Dalia’s photograph and her grandmother telling the
story as influencing her resolve to search and find her grandmother’s kidnapped daughter:
From as long as I can remember myself, this story was spoken about. Like it wasn’t
something secret. And I remember that every time grandma would come and visit us, she
would always be present: Wow, the picture was in her purse, everywhere she went the picture
went with her, and she would take it out and tell us the same story a million times…we would
say to her, ‘Savta, tell us the story about Dalia’, and she would take out the picture and would
 איך המשפחה שלה, אני פותחת את הפרופיל אני רואה אם היא מבוגרת, עד היום כל פעם שבפייסבוק אני רואה את השם דליה21
 אם בני המשפחה דומים לה,נראית
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make a whole kind of ritual; she would take out the photo, sigh, show us, and then we would
look at how beautiful she is and then she would tell us the story. And then I had a wish, from
a very young age, I would always tell myself, “I’m going to find her!”. From a young age, I
said: “I’m going to return her daughter…”22.

Theme 2: “I started imagining that someone is stealing the baby from the cradle”:
Fear of Separation, Protection and Paranoia.
This theme was identified in almost all interviews. Speaking about this brought up for
families prominent family illness, especially when a child was sick or had to have surgery or recovery
in a hospital. For some families they clearly spoke about a retrospective understanding of their
reluctance to separate in light of the Affair and the questions we were asking. For many families this
fear of separation extended beyond hospitals, and to a general anxiety of being separated from the
child. One family member described that this pattern continued into her teenage years and
adulthood:
First of all she accompanied me all the time. If it was to go to doctor’s or I don’t know what
– she was constantly with us. Even when we were teenagers, “Mom, it’s OK, I can manage”,
she never gave up. She was always anxious also: “Where are you?”, “Call me”, “Don’t leave
me alone” When I would go to work […] she would ask that I call her at least two or three
times to makes sure that, “Mom, I’m OK, I exist…” .23
 כל הכנדים היו יושבים והיינו אומרים לה ״עכשיו. סבתא הייתה כל פעם באה לבקר אותנו והיא מאוד אהבה לספר סיפורים22
 מוציאה את, היא הייתה לוקחת מעטפה עם התמונה לכל מקום. מוציאה מעטפה, נאנחת, טקס כזה,תספרי לנו על דליה״ אז הייתה נאנחת
 אני,( בקיצור בגיל עשר אני אמרתיPos. 159 , )משפחת עמר_שלב ב.התמונה מראה לנו ואז מספרת לנו את הסיפור ובוכה כל פעם מחדש
(Pos. 157 , )משפחת עמר_שלב ב. כל הזמן חלמתי איך אני אעשה את זה,אמצא לסבתא שלי את הילדה שלה
- גם כשהיינו מתבגרים. תמיד היא הייתה אתנו- אם זה ללכת לרופאים או אני יודעת מה. היא ליוותה אותנו כל הזמן, קודם כול23
 כשהייתי- אל תעזבי אותי לבד, איפה את? תתקשרי אליי: היא כל הזמן הייתה חרדה גם. היא לא ויתרה. אני יכולה להסתדר, זה בסדר,אימא
שלוש לפחות כדי לוודא- אני הולכת לעבודה – תתקשרי אליי – היא הייתה מבקשת שאני אתקשר אליה איזה פעמיים, אימא-הולכת לעבודה
... אני, אני קיימת, אני בסדר, אימא,שהנה
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This pattern was also evident for some participants in the photographs and home movies.
When watching a home movie she had titled: “You Don’t Want Me,” Osnat, a 58 year old female
participant commented: “Look how she’s holding my hand – as if she doesn’t want to be
separated”.24 In this video we see Osnat ending a visit with her elderly mother and her mother
grasps her hand, not wanting to let go.

Figure 2. Still Sequence from At Lo Rotsa Oti (You Don’t Want Me!)
The fear of separation permeated the experiences even of third generation participants and
their experiences with their own child births, and to specific fears of going to hospitals or giving
birth in hospitals. For example, Moriya, a 29-year-old woman of Yemenite descent, and the youngest
participant in the study:
“In my last delivery suddenly everything surfaced and then it was like real, I had
thoughts, on the one hand, ‘Stop it! It’s not like it was in the past’. When I’m in the hospital I
am awake the whole night, I don’t sleep in hospitals. I can’t, just can’t sleep, and every time the
pediatric nurse says “give me her, give me her and I’m like ‘No, no leave me, I want her next
to me. Now, it’s clear to me that they won’t…On the one hand there is the rational voice that
says they won’t kidnap her, on the other hand it happened to us once already”.
Adva25, a 59-year-old woman of Yemenite descent described how her mother would even
accompany her to school every day:
24
25

. כזה היא לא רוצה להיפרד-תראי שהיא מחזיקה לי את היד
Name has been changed as this participant requested to stay anonymous.
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She was always with me, guarding me. She would milk the cows in the morning, and
take me on the bicycle until 3pm, and then we would go to school. There we would study
together—she would actually sit beside me, and we would study together, even since
kindergarten26
Adva also described this experience as stemming from her own difficulty separating, and
fears of abandonment. Other participants also described this fear of being alone as children, and
they connected this to the experience of the kidnapping. When I asked Hadas, a 31-year-old woman
of Moroccan descent, if she had a fear of being kidnapped herself, she described:
No, not that I would be kidnapped, but I had some sort of fear of abandonment if
my mom wouldn’t come home from work on time, ahh, I would become afraid and feel
anxious”27. She also described that when her parents would go out she would often wait until
4am to see that they were home and everything was ok28.
Zecharia, an 83-year-old participant of Yemenite descent had his sister, Tan’amiya,
kidnapped after they had traveled an arduous journey to the transit camp, and from there were
airlifted to Israel. As both he and his sister were orphaned, he had carried her on his back until they
reached safety. Initially they had set out on foot with their mother but she died on the way, he was 11
or 12 and she was 6 years old. As Zecharia described: “We were two children, me and her. And the
whole journey I carried her on my back. From time to time I would put her down but otherwise I
would carry her night and day”.29
 ואז היינו הולכים, ולוקחת אותי באופניים עד שלוש, הייתה חולבת את הפרות בבוקר. שומרת עליי, כל הזמן היא הייתה אתי26
. וגם בגן, והיינו לומדות ביחד, ממש ישבה לידי- ושמה היינו לומדות ביחד,לבית ספר
? נגיד, כאילו את זוכרת שפחדת שיחטפו אותך: נטלי27
 האא אני הייתי, לא שיחטפו אותי אבל היה לי איזה חרדות נטישה נגיד אם אימא שלי לא הייתה מגיעה בזמן מהעבודה, לא:יעל
מפחדת והייתי נלחצת
. הייתי נשארת עד ארבע בבוקר ערה בשביל לראות אותם כשהם חוזרים והכל בסדר, כשהורים שלי היו יוצאים לבלות: דסי28
 והייתי לוקח אותה כל הדרך, מדי פעם הייתי מוריד אותה למטה. וכל הדרך אני לקחתי אותה על הגב. אני והיא- היינו שני ילדים29
(Pos. 30 , )זכריה תנעמי_שלב ב.– לילה ויום
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Zecharia remembers that even in the Hashed camp people warned him to protect his sister
as there was a rumor that children were being kidnapped. When they arrived in Israel they were
taken to the Ein Shemer camp. Zecharia remembers that the camp authorities or immigration intake
officials took a picture of him and his sister upon arrival, but to this day he has not been able to find
that picture. The next day after they arrived, he was told that his sister would be taken to a camp in
Netanya and he was told that he would be taken there too the next day. The next day he was told
that his sister had died. In the interview Zecharia described the guilt and pain that he felt on being
separated from his sister.
She would take her to Netanya today, and the next day she would take me. So why
not take me with her? That’s the blow! The blow is this: If you take her today to Ein Shemer,
why couldn’t we go the both of us together? So this is the moment when I already knew
there was a kidnapping. OK, so after a while they took her to Netanya—there’s a children’s
camp there, but for older kids, not little ones. So as soon as I got there, I started walking on
the beach, I would walk and cry out, and cry the whole night like a little child. Now there
was a ringworm30 house there, and they would do experiments there. And I would scream
and cry and I didn’t tell anyone – I didn’t let anyone know what was inside of me! I didn’t tell
anyone –the pain is mine alone!31
The Ringworm Affair refers to when Mizrahi immigrants, mostly from North Africa were given experimental
treatment for ringworm with ionizing radiation in the head and neck area. Approximately, 20,000-200,000 individuals
were affected. The radiation dosage was higher than recommended and many individuals went on to develop cancerous
growths.
 אם את: אז למה לא לקחת אותי איתה? זה המכה! המכה היא כזאת. ולמחרת היא תיקח אותי, היא תיקח אותה לנתניה היום31
 יש שם מחנה- אחרי כמה זמן לקחו אותי לנתניה, טוב. למה שנינו לא נלך? אז כאן כבר ידעתי שיש כבר חטיפה,לוקחת אותה היום לעין שמר
. והייתי הולך וצועק כל לילה ובוכה בוכה כמו ילד, התחלתי ללכת על חוף הים, ואיך שהגעתי. לא קטנים, אבל גדולים,של ילדים מכל הסוגים
 לאף אחד לא גיליתי בתוכי! לא גיליתי לאף- ולא גיליתי למה, והייתי צועק ובוכה.?? יש שם בית של גזזת – עשו שם גם ניסיונות ב,עכשיו
(Pos. 101 , )זכריה תנעמי_שלב ב. הכאב הוא שלי-אחד
30
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Zecharia’s family photographs contained traces of this guilt and fear of separation. In one
photo, Zecharia describes how a scene from the first day of school became evocative of his
sister’s kidnapping:

Figure 3. Zecharia’s son and daughter on the way to school
Zecharia: Here’s a picture of her, here she is with Saul*, he’s taking her to
school
Yifat: He’s taking her to school? He would accompany her every
morning?
*

Names have been changed as they have requested to remain anonymous.
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Zecharia: Yes, I would, after in a way...I wanted to see her take her, this was
the first day of school.
Yifat: So he went with her, and you accompanied them.
Zecharia: I am behind – watching how he takes her 32
This scene of Zecharia having his son watch his daughter in the same
protective was as he did with his sister felt both like an instance of re-traumatization
but also of a reenactment of some kind. This pattern was also evident in the many
different photographs in Zecharia’s albums where he is holding his daughter or
female grandchildren.
. הוא לקח אותה לבית ספר. הנה היא עם ש* פה- הנה התמונה שלה32
?הוא לקח אותה לבית ספר? הוא היה מלווה אותה כל בוקר
. זה היה יום ראשון בבית ספר. לראות איך הוא לוקח אותה... אני הייתי אחרי כאילו.כן
. ואתה ליווית אותם,אז הוא הלך איתה
. משקיף איך הוא לוקח אותה-אני מאחורה
(Pos. 152-158 ,)זכריה תנעמי_תמלול שלב א
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Figure 4. Zecharia and his family at the Western Wall

Figure 4.1 Zecharia and his granddaughter
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Figure 4.2 Zecharia and his granddaughter
Yifat and I both were struck by the position of the children on his back, in the same way we
could imagine him carrying Tana’miya. It seemed an especially particular pose when we saw several
photographs like this as well as when his granddaughter seemed somewhat too old to be sitting on
her grandfather’s shoulders (see Figure 3.3). It seemed that Zecharia was both reenacting the trauma
itself, but also his very close and protective relationship with his sister. His grandchildren, and
perhaps especially his female grandchildren were a comfort for him after the loss of his sister. This
reenactment also may have been an attempt to master the loss where Zecharia the adult has the
ability to guard these children, something he was not able to do as a young immigrant child.
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Figure 4.3 Zecharia and his granddaughter

Theme 3: “We were naïve and we didn’t know the language”: The vulnerability of
immigration, racism and denial.
This theme captured different codes that all related to the trauma of immigration and the
positionality of Mizrahim as inferior to the dominant Ashkenazi elite. This entailed specific
immigrant experiences around not knowing the language and absence of the father as a result of
immigration. This theme also encapsulated the racism specific to the Mizrahi immigrant experience
as well as intergenerational trauma. It also contains the subtheme of denial of the Affair which was
how the immigrant families related to the dominant culture’s disavowal of their experience.
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Subtheme 3.1: “My father isn’t in the picture”: The absent father as a factor in the
kidnapping
This was a prominent theme in the data. The majority of the families described that when
the kidnapping took place, the father/husband/grandfather was absent. Their absence was described
in various ways. Among many families, the father was usually working far away from the home in
order to support the family. Rahamim, a 67-year-old participant of Yemenite descent described that
his father and uncle had been taken to do manual labor in the forests and would only return on the
weekends to their wives and children. In other families, the father had stayed behind in the country
of origin and arrived later to the country.
Some families described that there was already a separation between husband and wife
during the immigration process, where the mother and children would immigrate separately from
the father who would stay behind. At least two Yemenite families described that their
mother/grandmother came on the airplane alone without their husbands. Ilana a 58-year-old woman
of Yemenite descent whose sister Carmela was kidnapped, explained that her father had emigrated a
year and a half later than her mother. She remembers her father telling her that he shed a tear when
he saw her mother boarding the plane as if he had a sense that he would never see her again. Ilana
and her sisters, Yonah [67] and Rivka [64] painfully recalled in the interview how the camp
administration would withhold food stamps from their mother because she refused to put their
sister Carmela in the baby house:
Rivka: Savta (grandmother) said “My daughter, there is no food, let’s make it that we
have your food card as well and then we can make do on Shabbat, because there were Shabbat
days when they didn’t have anything to eat. They didn’t have anything to eat because they
would ration their food for the week so that there would be enough for Mother. […] There
was a time when my mother would tie her stomach with a belt so she wouldn’t feel hungry. Is
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this normal? It’s sounds strange, maybe in the Holocaust things like this happened because it
was nation against nation, but to a Jew here…
Natalie: So they threatened her that if she doesn’t put the child in the baby
house that she…
Rivka: They didn’t threaten, they took her card away until she agreed to take the child33

One participant noted that the baby houses had an armed guard that barred men from
entering. This caused a situation where his father did not even have any interaction with the child
before she was kidnapped. Rivka, a 64-year-old participant of Yemenite descent surmised that the
absence of fathers and men was intentional on the part of the immigration authorities in Israel:
It wasn’t only my father, it was all the men, they didn’t let the men immigrate because
they knew that if they allowed the men to immigrate there would be terror. And so the plan
was already from Israel that they would airlift the women, children and elderly. They’re first
and the other’s they will leave in Yemen. Even a child if he was 17 or 18 they didn’t allow him
to emigrate because they knew he would go wild, do something, they didn’t let them emigrate34
Some participants surmised that if their father was there, the kidnapping would not have
taken place. One participant described tragically how her father happened to be away that day: “My
 בואו שיהיה לנו את הכרטיס שלך גם ואז אנחנו נוכל להסתדר גם, סבתא אמרה לה יא בינתי אין אוכל, כי סבתא אמרה לה: רבקה33
 עכשיו כשאמא. לא היה להם מה לאכול כי את המנה שלהם הם חילקו בשבוע שגם אמא תאכל,בשבתות היו שבתות שלא היה להם מה לאכול
 אמא שלי הייתה תקופה שהיא. מה שהיה היה אבל לפחות לא היו מורעבים, לא היה בגדול כן,החזירה את הכרטיס אליה אז כאילו בשבת היה
 אה ליהודי אבל, זו נורמלי זה הזוי תגידי בשואה קרה את זה כי זה גוי לגוי.קשרה את הבטן שלה עם חגורה כדי שהיא לא תרגיש את הרעב
...פה
..  אז הם איימו עליה שאם היא לא תשים את הילד בבית ילדים שהיא:נטלי
(Pos. 316-318 , לא איימו הם לקחו לה את הכרטיס עד שהיא הסכימה לקחת את הילדה )יונה ורבקה זכריה_ריאיון שלב ב:רבקה
 ואז התוכנית כבר. זה כל הגברים הם לא נתנו לגברים לעלות כי הם ידעו שאם הגברים יעלו יהיה טרור, זה לא רק אבא: רבקה34
17-18  גם ילד אם הוא היה בן. הם ראשונים ואותם משאירים בחוץ לארץ. את הילדים ואת הזקנים,הייתה מפה מהארץ שמעלים את הנשים
(Pos. 280 , )יונה ורבקה זכריה_ריאיון שלב ב. לא נתנו להם לעלות, יעשה משהו,לא נתנו לו לעלות כי ידעו שהוא יתפרע
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parents lived together – they emigrated together, but it seems like that day he wasn’t around, he was
destitute, went to take care of his livelihood, to provide for the family”35
Third generation participants expressed anger toward their grandfathers for not taking
action. Yehonathan, a 36-year-old third generation male participant of Yemenite descent protested at
the lack of his grandfather’s agency: “It’s impossible that grandfather was strong, a businessman,
made a lot of money, and didn’t search for his son for one minute!”36
The following theme of not knowing the language may explain some of what seemed like a
lack of action or apparent agency.

Subtheme 3.2: “I didn’t speak even one word of Hebrew!”: Not knowing the
language and its impact on the kidnapping
In retelling the story of the kidnapping, many participants noted that they or their parents
were not able to communicate in Hebrew. For many families, the kidnapping happened shortly after
their immigration to Israel. Many kidnappings happened while families were still in ma’abarot –
immigrant transitional camps. Many noted not knowing Hebrew as especially confusing while they
were trying to understand what fate had befallen their child or trying to understand what medical
“complications” the child had allegedly died from. Families described a confusion of tongues where
they would demand to see the child in Arabic, French or other languages that they speak. One family
painfully described how a nurse had told their mother “There! Go!, Shoo!” and had pointed to a
corn field outside. Their mother had understood the word lesham to mean corn in Arabic, and had
understood that she was being directed to her daughter who might be in the cornfield. Amnon, a 64 לפרנס את- הלך לדאוג לפרנסתו, כי הוא מסכן, אבל כנראה באותו יום הוא לא היה במקום, הם עלו ביחד- ההורים שלי גרו ביחד35
.המשפחה
! ולא חיפש דקה אחת את הבן שלו, עושה הרבה כסף, איש עסקים, לא יכול להיות שסבא חזק: יונתן36
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year-old participant of Yemenite descent described a painful conversation he had with his father
later as a young man:
I told him: Dad, I want to understand. You, who later became a combat soldier in
Golani37, and you couldn’t protect your child? Protect your wife? How did they take it and you
didn’t fight? He told me: I’ll tell you the truth: We had a language problem – we did not
understand how to communicate in the language.38
Another family’s description demonstrated how parents tried to use cultural or language
brokers in the medical system who were also of Yemenite or Mizrahi origin but who had been in the
country for longer, and knew some Hebrew. This family described a Yemenite nurse assistant who
their mother had approached to find out where they were taking the babies, because she herself did
not speak the language. This nurse then responded that she herself could not understand as the
staff were speaking Yiddish39 amongst themselves.
Osnat, a 58-year-old participant of Yemenite descent described how she imagined the
destitution and loneliness of her mother who had her daughter stolen from her shortly after
immigration and could not speak the language:
I’m always imagining what she went through there, what she experienced there in the
tent –this poor woman who doesn’t know how to speak Hebrew! She has difficulty
communicating – what could she do? Who held her? Who supported her? It hurts us every
time anew!40
A combat unit in the IDF
 אתה לא יכולת להגן- אתה שהיית אחר כך חייל קרבי – בגולני, אני רוצה להבין, אבא: אמרתי לו:ואז אני אמרתי לו בתור ילד
 הייתה לנו בעיה של שפה – לא הבנו: אני אגיד לך את האמת: ואתה לא נלחמת? הוא אמר לי,על הילד שלך? על אשתך? איך לקחו את זה
.בדיוק את התקשורת בשפה
39 Yiddish was the lingua franca of the Ashkenazi (Eastern-European) immigrants to Israel.
 מה היא חוותה שמה באותו אוהל – המסכנה הזאת שלא יודעת לדבר עברית! יש לה קשיי, וכל הזמן דמיינתי מה היא עברה שמה40
! מה היא עשתה? מי חיבק אותה? מי תמך בה? מי היה איתה? זה כואב לנו כל פעם מחדש-שפה
37
38
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Subtheme 3.3: “It’s a Yemenite Holocaust”: Understanding the kidnappings through
a Holocaust lens
I have already described how families, especially in the second and third generation, have
spoken about this Affair as a Holocaust that happened to Mizrahi Jews. In fact, a majority of
families conceptualized their pain and trauma through a Holocaust lens. The Holocaust in Israel is
the ultimate experience of trauma, and also one that has been recognized and legitimized. The
memory and trauma of the Holocaust are reinforced through multiple rituals in both schools and
the public sphere in Israel. Israel observes a Holocaust Memorial Day every spring, where a siren
sounds at 10am in the morning and the country stops still for several minutes of commemoration. It
is worth noting that the Holocaust itself was a contested trauma in the early days of the State of
Israel. Holocaust survivors were seen as weak and antithetical to the strong, Tsabar, who would not
have gone like “lamb to the slaughter.” In fact, it was probably not until the Eichmann trial in 1961
that the experience of Holocaust survivors were valorized and legitimized (Volkan et al., 2012). In
fact, some have argued that it was precisely the public airing of the trauma on national radio that
articulated the Holocaust as a collective traumatic experience (Pinchevski & Liebes, 2010).
The Affair on the other hand has not been afforded almost any national or public
recognition. Similar to how the Holocaust victim was seen as antithetical to the Tsabar, the Affair
upends the Zionist myth of the savior, i.e. that the immigration project was to rescue Jews from
hostile territories and bring them to safe shores.
Rivka, a 64-year-old participant of Yemenite descent described how she challenged a teacher
who claimed that the Kidnapped Children Affair was a hoax:
I know that when I was in school, we learned about the Holocaust and I told the
history teacher if he knew anything about the Yemenite Kidnapped Children Affair, so then
he said to me: No, it’s hallucinatory! It’s not something that happened, people just invented it.
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I told him: Are you sure? He said: Yes. So I told him: I want to tell you that if the Yemenite
Kidnapped Children Affair didn’t happen, then for me the Holocaust didn’t happen. And then
he shouted at me, went wild, threw me out of the classroom: you won’t come into the
classroom if you don’t bring in one of your parents. I went home, and I knew that my father
works the night shift—now he is resting—that’s how I came, I organized some things in the
house until he woke up, and he said to me: Binti (my daughter), where are you? Why are you
not at school? I told him: the teacher threw me out of the classroom. OK, so what have you
done this time?! I didn’t do anything. I just asked him if he knows anything about the Yemenite
Kidnapped Children Affair, and he said that you invented the story. He said to me: What?! I’m
coming now, I’ll deal with him!41
The privileging of the memory of the Holocaust in Israeli society was also apparent when
participants compared how their narratives and testimonies were received as compared with those
of Holocaust survivors. A second-generation participant described:
I follow every Holocaust Memorial Day, I look how things are presented. Now, comes and
elderly woman and says: I did this and this, and this one entered and screamed, and I justified
myself and entered a bunker. And now I say: For god’s sake! Was it a year or a year and a half?
How do you know all this information? No one dares to say to her: Were you there? What you
even remember the expression on that one’s face? The sound of the shoes?42
, ואני אמרתי למורה להיסטוריה אם הוא הכיר משהו על פרשת ילדי תימן, למדנו על השואה, אני יודעת שכשאני הייתי בבית ספר41
 אני: אז אמרתי לו. כן: אתה בטוח? הוא אמר לי: אמרתי לו. פשוט האנשים המציאו את זה. זה הזוי! זה לא משהו שהיה, לא:אז הוא אמר לי
 את לא: זרק אותי מהכיתה, השתולל עליי, ואז הוא צעק עליי. בשבילי גם לא הייתה השואה,רוצה להגיד לך שאם לא הייתה פרשת ילדי תימן
 סידרתי, ככה באתי- עכשיו הוא נח- וידעתי שאבא שלי עובד משמרת לילה, הלכתי הביתה.תיכנסי לכיתה אם לא תביאי את אחד ההורים שלך
 מה עשית, טוב. המורה זרק אותי מהכיתה: איפה את? למה את לא בבית ספר? אמרתי לו, בינתי: והוא אמר לי,בבית דברים עד שהוא יקום
 הוא אמר. והוא אמר שאתם המצאתם את הסיפור, אני בסה"כ שאלתי אותו אם הוא יודע משהו על פרשת ילדי תימן.עכשיו?! לא עשיתי כלום
! אני אטפל בו, מה?! עכשיו אני בא:לי
 ואני לוקח ואני קודם מסתכל איך, אני ראיתי ואני עוקב בכל יום השואה במה ש??? – שלושה חודשי יום השואה, תראי, כשיו42
: עכשיו אני אומר. ואני הצטדקתי ונכנסתי לבור וזה, וההוא נכנס וצעק, אני ככה ואני זה: באה זקנה ואומרת, עכשיו.הם מציגים את הדברים
 את גם זוכרת את הבעת הפנים, מה.??  את היית: מאיפה כל הידע הזה? אף אחד לא מעיז להגיד לה-רבאק! ?? בשליטה ?? שנה או שנה וחצי
. זה יכולת – זה גם עניין של השכלה,של הזה שמה? את הרעש של הנעליים? עכשיו
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Amongst the third generation there was a sense of taking this to a more daring and subversive
level. A third-generation participant described that on Holocaust Memorial Day he thinks of
the kidnapping: “Even when I stand for the siren, I remember my grandfather”43. Another
third-generation participant described bringing up the Affair at a home-hosted event on
Holocaust Memorial Day:
At “Memory in the Living Room”, which is more of a thing for Holocaust survivors, I brought
it in as a question at the end of the discussion. […] So I brought it up as a question, and it was
like throwing a grenade into an APC (armored personal carrier). I asked like…I don’t remember
what the question was…but the fact that I dared to bring this up and to compare on the holy
day of the Holocaust created a universal provocation! Suddenly all this whispering, and
suddenly one guy started going crazy! How is this connected? What is this chutzpa? And they,
the presenters, said: This definitely has a place in this discussion”. 44

Theme 4: Photography of Absence: Documentation and photography as protection
against loss
Nofar Tanami’s high school documentary film about her uncle Zecharia Tanami, “Ad
She’emtzaena” (Until She Is Found, 2016; 16min45sec) exemplifies the different ways that
photography is used by participants in relation to the Kidnapped Children Affair. Zecharia, an 83year-old man of Yemenite descent had his sister kidnapped from him upon arrival in Israel. The film
. אני נזכר בסבתא שלי, אפילו שאני עומד בצפירה ביום השואה43
 עשיתי את זה אצל... היה זוג, הזוג שסיפר. הכנסתי את זה כשאלה בסוף דיון, שזה יותר עניין של ניצולי שואה," ב"זיכרון בסלון44
. ואז הכנסתי את זה כשאלה, יוסי יונה, והיה שם נחמיאס, והרבה מהנוכחים שם היו מפלגת העבודה וסובבים וחברי כנסת,חברה מאוד טובה
 אבל עצם זה שהעזתי להעלות את הדבר הזה... לא זוכרת מה הייתה השאלה... שאלתי כאילו.והדבר הזה היה כמו לזרוק רימון לתוך הנגמ"ש
 ופתאום איזה אחד שהתחיל, יצר שם פרובוקציה עולמית! פתאום כל מיני התלחששויות וכאלה,ולהשוות אותו ביום הקדוש של יום השואה
 ואנחנו חושבים שזה, יש לזה בהחלט מקום: אומרים לו, המדברים,להשתולל שם כמו משוגע! מה זה קשור? מה זאת החוצפה הזאת? והם
, זה לא השואה עצמה. את הדבר הבא... את הסיבות, כי זה בדיוק כאילו אנחנו רוצים למנוע את הדברים, ואתה תיתן לזה מקום,מאוד קשור
 יוסי יונה יש. ואז זה המשיך לדיון מאוד מעניין עם יוסי יונה, זה עורר פרובוקציה מטורפת, בקיצור. השמדת העם-כמו עצם ההתנהגות הזאת
לו מקרה במשפחה
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opens with a medium shot of a family album and we hear a voice-over of Zecharia pointing to
different pictures in the album. Nofar then asks him “Do you have a picture of her?” Zecaharia
responds “If I had one picture of her, I would have peace of mind”. Here the presence of the
photograph is imagined as a way to provide proof of existence but also as a presence of the lost
child herself. Nofar then switches to an interview with herself where she explains that “The story of
the Yemenite Kidnapped Children is in fact my story”. The film’s title comes on screen “Until She Is
Found”. The film is not only focused on Zecharia and his yearning to find his sister but Nofar
decides to center it on herself as a member of the third generation. The next scene is of Nofar in
her mother’s kitchen telling her about her idea of making a film about Zecharia and how he is not at
peace. Her mother is stirring something on the stove and her face is mostly hidden from the camera.
At some point Nofar states “You also had a brother like this”. Her mother turns away slightly from
the camera to the pot on the stove and explains that she too had a brother who was kidnapped but
that she was not alive when he was kidnapped. There is something chilling about this interaction.
Here Nofar is joining Zecharia in his search for his sister, Nofar’s great aunt, and then we discover
that her mother also had a kidnapped brother, Nofar’s uncle. Nofar in the film contrasts the
differences between Zecharia’s incessant searching and her mother’s presumed passivity. Later in the
film she drives with her mother to the gravesite where her uncle is supposedly buried. Nofar also
calls the burial society to understand if her uncle is listed in the burial directory (he is not). Nofar
then confronts her mother on why she did not search for her brother. Her mother explains that she
does not have the mental strength to search for her brother. She also mentions two other siblings of
hers who passed away and we get a sense that there are several layers of trauma and loss in this
family.
In the film Nofar takes on a position of both photographer and activist. We see her joining a
group of activists planning a conference to raise awareness about the Affair. Nofar’s camera lingers
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on one of the activists who emphasizes the importance of documentation, what we might call
“photography as documentation”. Next, we see the conference and there is a two-shot of Nofar
sitting with Zecharia as they join together in their quest for answers. Here the third-generation joins
the first-generation in taking on the torch of responsibility to raise awareness, be an activist as well
as searching for answers. In the following scene Nofar, now in her role as an activist, goes one step
further and brings her uncle a computer database with a registry of all the population in Israel until
2006. There is some suspense as Nofar types in Zecharia’s sister’s name and her identity number.
Here Nofar wants the viewer to join her in “not knowing” but also in the despair of not having
answers. She types in the name and the record says “deceased”. Zecharia looks crestfallen and Nofar
asks him if he believes that this is true. He says “no, I don’t trust this database”. Nofar then joins
him and says “I also don’t know”.
After going with her mother to the cemetery in Nes Ziona and confronting her mother’s
passivity, the next scene is of Nofar accompanying Zecharia to the cemetery in Afula, where
supposedly Tana’amia is buried. This scene is dynamic and filled with motion. We see Nofar and
Zecharia walking into the cemetery, looking through burial records and then walking to site where
Zecahria was told she is buried. As Zecharia explains why there are discrepancies between the
registries and documentation, the camera zooms into the empty plot where Tana’amia is supposedly
buried. This shot is a photography of absence as we hear how there is no real documentation and
the camera zooms into what amounts to a pixelated plot of dirt and pieces of concrete gravestone
shards. This trace of absence is also evocative of the nature of ambiguous loss. Could she in fact be
buried under this plot? If so, why is there no gravestone or registry of her burial. Or is this just an
empty plot conjured to give an answer, only leading to more questions. Zecharia concludes that the
only way to know is to exhume the site and test the DNA of the findings. Interestingly, Zecharia
actually hopes that his sister is buried in this plot saying “I wish that the people who took her can
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come and tell me that your sister is buried here, then I will be at peace”: The sense of not knowing
is excruciating and painful, so much so that he wishes he might find her remains. The end of this
scene is heartbreaking as Zecharia explains how he has not been at peace since 1953. He describes
how he carried his younger sister on his shoulders all the way to the Hashed refugee camp in Yemen.
He describes her as “my soul and my body”.
Nofar and Zecharia leave the cemetery in agreement that there is no proof at the burial site.
As they walk between the gravestones, Nofar asks him “Uncle, what now?” Zecharia tells her “You
are asking me if I give up, I will never give up! from 1950 I never gave up, I’m getting old and until
the building of the temple, I will still search for her”. Zecharia then looks directly at the camera and
the soundtrack fades into a Yemenite version of a piyut called Achot Ketana (Young Sister),
traditionally sung in Sephardi and Yemenite on the Jewish New Year. Here Nofar connects
Zecharia’a personal yearning for his Achot Ketana (young sister) to a national and religious yearning
of God for their young sister – the people of Israel. In many ways, Nofar is also this young sister,
who is still young and may continue the search for Tana’amia. Nofar then says in the voiceover
“However long it will take, even if it’s my children, even my grandchildren, even it’s far from me, I
know that I did my part…”.
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Figure 5. Stills from “Ad She’emtzaena” (Until She Is Found, 2016). Dir. Nofar Tana’ami

Another aspect of the photography of absence was apparent in photographs families had of
objects such as clothing and jewelry that belonged or were made especially for the child. Carmi, a
71-year-old participant from Iran, showed us images of clothing that belonged to his sister, Shaheen.
Shaheen was kidnapped out of her step-sister’s hands at Ben-Gurion airport upon landing there in
1951. The people that took her claimed that she needed medical attention, this was despite her older
sister remembering that Shaheen was able to walk a few steps at the airport. The family was told
that she had been taken to Rambam hospital and the next day that she had passed away. The family
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was never given a birth certificate and only very recently in July 2020, the family was shown a
gravesite where the state and Hevra Kadisha (national burial society) claims she was buried45.
In 1981 Carmi had a daughter who he called Shani, an eponymic for his kidnapped sister. He
said that his mother was surprised that he knew at all about his kidnapped sister as there was an
unspoken silence about discussing the kidnapping, which he assumed was to avoid bringing up
painful feelings. When his daughter was born and given the name Shani, his mother said “this is your
sister, make sure to guard her safely”46. He described how his mother had kept the items of clothing
herself for many years and only gave them to him in 1982.
Yifat: So all these years she kept these clothes and no one in the family knew about
it?
Carmi: No. I knew only in ’82, she gave it to me—she says: take, have these. She didn’t think
I would put it on my daughter. And I didn’t.
Natalie: Did you think to put it on your daughter?
Carmi: No
Natalie: It was clear to you that…?
Carmi: No, I was afraid, not sure what of, my son, Elkana, had Roni…at age two…he came
to our house with her […], he said: Dad, let her wear this and take a picture. No. [cries].47
Carmi actually sent me several pictures he had taken from the visit to the gravesite in Kiriat Shaul cemetery
on July 13th, 2020 via Whatsapp. For some reason my phone deleted the images and all I can see are blank pictures with
the time stamp of when he sent them.
 תשמרו עליה, זו אחותכם46
? אז כל השנים האלה היא שמרה על הבגדים ואתם לא ידעתם מזה: יפעת47
 היא לא חשבה שאני אשים את. קח שיהיה לך את זה: היא אומרת- היא הביאה לי את זה, משהו כזה,82- ידעתי רק כש. לא:כרמי
. גם לא שמתי.זה על הילדה
? חשבת לשים על הילדה:נטלי
. לא:כרמי
?.... זה היה ברור לך שזה לא:נטלי
- הם גרים בעפולה- הוא בא איתה אלינו הביתה... בגיל שנתיים... נולדה רוני, אלקנה, הבן שלי. לא יודע ממה. פחדתי. לא:כרמי
(Pos. 149-154 , )בוכה( )כרמי רוסתמי_שלב ב. לא. תלביש לה את זה ותצלם אותה, אבא: ואמר לי,הביא אותה בפעם הראשונה
45
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It was almost as if the only way to preserve this clothing is through taking a photograph of
the clothing itself. Later Carmi described how he displays the clothing every time his children and
grandchildren gather. When I asked him what the importance of this was for him, he succinctly said
“So that they will know”48.

Figure 6. Photographs of Shaheen’s clothing
I was struck by the colorful nature of these photographs, especially when compared to the
older black-and-white photographs of some of the children before they were kidnapped. In some
way, these photographs of the clothing felt more alive and in turn made Shaheen’s presence come
alive.
Osnat, a 58-year-old woman of Yemenite descent also showed us pictures of clothing and
jewelry belonging to her sister Badra (Rivka). Badra was kidnapped from the Ein Shemer
immigration camp after she had coughed, and her mother was told to take the child to the camp
clinic. Osnat describes that Badra stayed there overnight. When her mother came back in the
morning she was told that the child had passed away. Badra was three years old at the time. Osnat
described that her mother had temporary vision loss for a whole year following the kidnapping.
Osnat shared that her family, like Carmi’s did not speak about Badra or the kidnapping as she was
growing up. Many years later in 1983 when her father passed away Osnat and her sister found a note
? למה זה חשוב לך: נטלי48
(Pos. 185-186 , )כרמי רוסתמי_שלב ב. שידעו:כרמי
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in her father’s wallet that described where Badra’s jewelry was kept. Osnat’s father was a silversmith
and had made these pieces for his daughter.

Figure 7. Photograph of Badra’s jewelry.

Later Osnat designed a placard for the protest regarding the Affair using the picture of one
of the jewelry items, the hand bracelets. The sign reads: “Where is my sister?” and the image shows
Badra’s tiny bracelets resting on an adult hand. The image is powerful as it allows us to imagine tiny
hands or feet stepping into the place of those bracelets. While the first photograph of the jewelry
lacks context and is taken in poor lighting which makes it hard to appreciate the meaning of these
items, the protest placard puts the jewelry in full context signifying the missing daughter and sister.
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Figure 8. Photograph of Osnat and her niece holding signs at a protest.

Subtheme 4.1: “She’s smiling but there was always this streak of sadness”: traces of
trauma in the family photographs
A majority of families (9 out of 16) remarked when looking at their family photographs that
their family member (father/grandfather/mother/grandmother) had a sad gaze in the photographs,
or attributed sadness to their demeanor. For example, one participant described: “It’s as if I felt that
savta (grandmother) was never content with it, you can see it also in the photos, she’s smiling but
there is always this streak of sadness”49.
Another participant contrasted the way their mother internalized pain to their father’s
externalization:
My mother had sadness. She was a person…I’ll show you a photo of her when she was
younger and such. But my mother you would always see her pain. My mother – her pain. My
father spoke about it, expressed, threw it and such. You could see he was a happy kind of
 גם רואים את זה בתמונות היא מחייכת אבל תמיד יש איזה פס של, זה תמיד כאילו הרגשתי שאף פעם שסבתא אף פעם לא שלמה עד הסוף49
עצב
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person, in his character. My mother – you would know that she holds this sadness in her face.
You knew where it came from50.

Quantitative Measure:
Prolonged Grief Disorder Scale (PG-13)
The PGD-13 data was analyzed using SPSS (Version 25, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Ten percent of the sample (n=4) met criteria for Prolonged Grief Disorder. As noted in the
methodology chapter, in order to meet criteria for PGD, respondents need to meet five different
criteria (A-E), namely:
A: Loss of a significant other
B: Separation distress
C: separation distress over the last six months
D: cognitive, emotional, and behavioral symptoms at least “once a day” or “quite a bit”.
E: Impairment in social, occupational, or other important functions.
While it is difficult to make comparisons with a small sample, it is worth noting that a recent
population study found that the prevalence of PGD in a bereaved Israeli population sample was
relatively low and stands at 2% (Killikelly et al., 2019), which highlights the high level of grief
among my participants, where ten percent of the sample meet PGD criteria.
The PGD criteria most frequently reported by the participants were difficulty accepting the loss
(75%), bitterness (50%), yearning for the person lost (35%), difficulty trusting others since the loss
(35%), and intense feelings of emotional pain (27.5%).
 אבל אימא שלי תמיד את היית. אני אראה לך תמונה שהיא הייתה ככה יותר צעירה וזה.. היא לא הייתה בן אדם. אימא שלי היה לה עצב50
. האופי שלו- היית רואה שהוא היה טיפוס כזה שמח. אבא שלי דיבר על זה והוציא וזרק וזה. אימא שלי – הכאב שלה.רואה את הכאב שלה
. את יודעת מאיפה זה בא. את היית יודעת שיש לה בפנים את הכאב הזה-אימא שלי
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The results of the quantitative measure speak to how much the kidnapping is both present
and harmful to the subjects in the sample. Participants were reporting on symptoms they had
experienced in the past month in relation to an event that happened over six or seven decades ago.
Additionally, many of the respondents were in the second and third generation, thus the majority
were not alive when the loss occurred. In other words, participants are self-reporting symptoms of
grief and distress even in the second and third-generation. As PGD symptoms are associated with
elevated suicide rates, cancer, immune disease, hypertension, cardiac events and reduced quality of
life (Prigerson et al., 2009), it is worrisome to see how pervasive the effects of grief and loss were
on the families even after many decades, and how this might be affecting their quality of life.

Table 3.0 Agreement to criteria for Prolonged Grief Disorder according to the Prolonged
Grief Disorder Scale (PG-13) in the sample.
Prolonged Grief Disorder Criteria
Have you had trouble accepting the loss?
Do you feel bitter over your loss?
In the past month, how often have you felt yourself longing or yearning for the person
you lost
Has it been hard for you to trust others since your loss?
In the past month, how often have had intense feelings of emotional pain, sorrow, or
pangs of grief related to the lost relationship
In the past month, how often have you felt stunned, shocked, or dazed by your loss?
Do you feel emotionally numb since your loss?
In the past month, how often have you tried to avoid reminders that the person you
lost is gone?
Do you feel that moving on would be difficult for you now?
Do you feel confused about your role in life or feel like you don’t know who you are
(i.e. feeling that a part of yourself has died)?
Do you feel that life is unfulfilling, empty, or meaningless since your loss?

n
30
20
14

%
75
50
35

14 35
11 27.5
8
7
4

20
17.5
10

3
2

7.5
5

2

5

Chart 1.0
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These criteria were also present in the interviews themselves and how participants described their
experiences. For example, the difficulty accepting the loss often manifested in how much
participants continued to search for the kidnapped or how they mourned or spoke about their loss.
Often participants would compare this loss to other losses they had experienced. For example, one
participant, Rivka, a 55-year-old woman of Yemenite descent spoke of how her mother had lost two
other children by illnesses but that Mazal, the kidnapped child, would constantly be spoken about:
Yifat: So about Mazal she speaks more than about the other children who passed
away?
Rivka: Yes, she saw and buried them
Yifat: There was closure for her
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Rivka: Of course! She saw and buried them, but with this the story kept returning51.
The difficulty accepting the loss seemed tied directly to the theme of ambiguous loss. In other
words, participants could not accept the loss because of its ambiguous and uncertain nature. As
Beber, a 65-year-old participant of Moroccan descent described:
It’s impossible that someone kidnaps your child and takes them and that you would then give
up – there is no such thing as giving up. So in this case, because you don’t have any information,
and you know inside you that there was a child who is no longer next to you, and so it pulls
you your entire life, it harms your soul, it harms your day-today, it harms your regular life 52
Avner, a 62-year-old participant of Yemenite descent, described how the family had hoped to find
some sort of evidence that the child had passed away to make it easier for them to live their daily
lives:
It would have been easier to think she had really died, we even subconsciously looked for a
trace of a document, something, that would confirm this, even if we knew it would be fake
and that the state has made things up. But on a personal level, it would have been easier if
we could find something to hold onto, even if we knew it was a lie, but it would have helped
us trick ourselves into thinking it.53
Difficulty trusting others:
? על מזל היא מדברת יותר מאשר על שאר הילדים שנפטרו, אבל רגע: יפעת51
.כי היא ראתה וקברה אותם
. זה היה סגור אצלה:יפעת
... אלה לא התקשרו אליי: אבל כל הזמן הסיפור הזה חוזר,ברור! היא ראתה וקברה
 בגלל שאתה לא, אז במקרה הזה. אין דבר כזה שאתה מוותר- ואתה מוותר, זה לא ייתכן שמישהו חוטף לך ילד ולוקח לך אותו52
- זה פוגע לך ביום, אז זה גורר אותך כל החיים וזה פוגע לך בנפש, ואתה יודע שבתוך תוכך היה ילד כזה והוא לא נמצא היום לידך,יודע כלום
. זה פוגע לך בחיים התקינים,יום
 אפילו, שיאמת את זה, משהו, ואפילו בתת מודע חיפשנו איזה שבב של מסמך, היה יותר קל לנו לחשוב שהיא באמת נפטרה53
 אפילו שנדע, היה קל יותר אם היינו מוצאים איזה משהו שנדע להיאחז בו, אבל בהיבט האישי.שידענו שזה בלוף ושהממסד מפברק דברים
. אבל זה יעזור לנו לרמות את עצמנו ולחשוב ככה.שזה שקר
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Participants described how they or their parents/grandparents were in a state of difficulty trusting
other people. For example, one participant from the second generation described her mother’s fear
of others while she was a small child:
I remember they would take me to kindergarten, and I was once blond, and she would say to
me: make sure they don’t trick you! Meaning, they don’t fool you. And she would warn me:
don’t let them give you gum, don’t let them give you candy…don’t speak with others. And I
was exactly the opposite – speaking, laughing, calling people, friendly with everyone, that’s
what I was like, and the whole time she would warn me.54
For some families this mistrust of others took on a suspicious and more paranoid form. One family
described that their mother had audio cassettes of Rabbi Uzi Meshulam and told the family not to
tell anyone, so that they would not be searched. One participant in the third generation described:
“With me for example, sometimes I feel that people are out to get me. Now, that’s bullshit! It’s not
true, but I feel that I carry some sort of complex”.55
Another third-generation participant described his own sense of mistrust:
It’s a little tricky: It’s hard to trust people because that makes you generally suspicious, but
more toward systems or people I don’t know. Meaning, it’s not something that hurts your
relationship with those close to you, but it is something that hurts every encounter with
strangers…56
Intense feelings of emotional pain:
 והיא. שלא יעבדו עלייך- שלא יזידו עלייך: והיא הייתה אומרת לי, והייתי בלונדינית פעם, אני זוכרת שהיו לוקחים אותי לגן54
- ובדיוק אני הייתי הפוך. שלא תדברי עם אנשים, שלא ייתנו לך ילד, שלא ייתנו לך סוכרייה, שלא ייתנו לך מסטיק:הייתה מזהירה אותי
. וכל הזמן היא הייתה מזהירה אותי. זה אני הייתי- חברה של כל העולם, קוראת לאנשים, צוחקת,מדברת
, אבל את סוחבת איזשהו תסביך, זה בולשיט! זה לא נכון, עכשיו. אני מרגישה הרבה פעמים שמתנכלים לי אישית- אצלי למשל55
...ואת אומרת
 אבל יותר כלפי הממסדים או אפילו אנשים שאני, כי זה הופך אותי לחשדן באופן כללי, קשה לך לבטוח באנשים: זה טריקי קצת56
... אבל זה כן משהו שבכל מפגש עם זרים, זה לא משהו שפוגע ביחסים עם אנשים קרובים, ז"א.לא מכיר
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Participants described many instances of the intense affects experienced by their parents and
grandparents in the first generation. Vicky, a 66-year-old woman of Turkish descent described her
parents’ behavior on the anniversary of her brother’s disappearance:
They would be very very gathered within themselves, very sad, there were days that I would
enter the room and my mother would cry a lot. It would take a day or two for them to get
out of that place. But we understood that it was hard for them. We were mature enough to
understand that…when we were little, we didn’t understand this topic, but later on we
understood that it was hard 57.

 זה היה. ואימא שלי הייתה בוכה המון, היו ימים שהייתי נכנסת לחדר, מאוד עצובים, הם היו מאוד מאוד מכונסים בפני עצמם57
 לא, כשהיינו קטנים... היינו מספיק בוגרים בשביל להבין ש. אבל אנחנו הבנו שזה היה קשה להם.יומיים עד שהם היו יוצאים מזה-לוקח יום
. אבל אחר כך הבנו שזה קשה,הבנו את הנושא הזה
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Chapter 4: Discussion
The purpose of this dissertation was primarily to explore how families who experienced the
kidnaping contended with life in the shadow of extreme unresolved trauma and loss, as well as
sheer denial of the state and media. Through interviews and images created by these families, I
attempted to access and represent the nature of the very painful loss and grief. To the best of my
knowledge this is the first academic study to directly collect data and interview families affected by
the Kidnapped Children Affair. This chapter will provide an interpretation of the results in light of
the relevant literature, an overview of the study’s limitations and strengths, as well as implications for
future research and possible directions for justice and healing.
Statement of the principal findings
The most prominent theme to emerge from the study was The burden and hope of
ambiguous loss. This theme encapsulated the preoccupation with searching for the kidnapped
child, feelings of guilt and confusion, and affect dysregulation such as anger and crying, consistent
with complex PTSD.
A second theme was A fear of separation from children, protection and paranoia.
Within it are the subthemes of general fear and anxiety, especially around children and child rearing;
a specific fear about giving birth, a subtheme of protection of children and a more acute
phenomena of paranoia that participants described around being separated from their children.
The third theme, The vulnerability of immigration, racism and denial captured
seemingly disparate coded experiences that were evidently related to the unique and traumatic
experience of immigration. This entailed specific immigrant experiences around not knowing the
language and absence of the father as a result of immigration. This theme also encapsulated the
racism specific to the Mizrahi immigrant experience as well as intergenerational trauma. It also
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contains the subtheme of denial of the Israeli society of the Affair as experienced by the immigrant
families.
The fourth theme of Photography of Absence: Documentation and photography as
protection against loss, captures how traces of trauma were particularly apparent in the visual
realm. This manifested both in how participants spoke about their images as well as how they were
especially focused on issues of resemblance, and how they pertained to the searching for the
kidnapped child. Within in this theme I also located specific ways in which participants used
vernacular photography to recreate, metabolize and imagine the traumatic experience.
The results of the quantitative measure administered, indicate that among families in the
sample there is a high level of symptoms of complicated grief as well as various ways that loss
manifests in day-to-day experiences. This finding is consistent with other studies showing higher
psychological morbidity among family members who are unsure if their loved ones are alive or not
(Isuru et al., 2019). This study also shows how these families used images and home videos to
mediate and master the loss through various processes of mastery and reenactment.

Significance of the Study
As the only study focused on the traumatic experiences of the families impacted by the
Kidnapped Children Affair, this study paves the way for future studies that will provide information
about the experiences of these families. As is known with research about the Holocaust and other
disasters, genocides and catastrophes, without sound research documenting the traumatic effects of
these events, they often go unrecognized.
The findings of this study are significant to the families. On two occasions when I presented
preliminary work at Harvard Law School (Haziza, 2019) and at an online symposium that Amram
organized in Israel (June, 2020), family members who were not part of the study approached me and
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said “you described my experience”. Some family members sent me photographs and asked if I
could tell what trauma they had experienced. What was most gratifying about this was that I felt I
had captured something that spoke to the families, that they could identify and relate to. The results
of the study provide not only language that validates personal experiences, but provide a context for
society-at-large to understand the effect of the kidnappings on families. Similar to the #MeToo
movement where personal narratives are given a voice in the public sphere, my hope is that this
research provides validation and recognition for families in the collective realm.
This study provides important context to the long-term effects of family separation and
kidnapping in the realm of immigration. Following the 2018 memorandum of the Attorney General
of the United States, migrant children were forcibly separated from their caretakers at the border.
The adult caretakers were then held in jails or were deported while the children were put under
supervision of the US Department of Health and Human services. It later emerged that this policy
did not put measures in place to reunite children with their families. Similar to the Kidnapped
Children Affair, the US government lacked identifying information to reunite families and many
were sent to foster homes. The official policy is that removing children from foster homes back to
their families would be detrimental to the wellbeing of the children.
Various studies have already focused on the psychological and emotional harm to the
children themselves (for example Jones-Mason et al., 2021) but there is limited research on the effect
of separation and loss on the parents or caregivers (de la Peña et al., 2019). The present study
provides context and perspective of what the long-term effects are of child separation and
kidnapping across many decades. This study also highlights the specific transgenerational effects and
transmission of trauma across three generations.
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Comparisons with previous work
This study joins a growing body of literature examining the impact of loss and
disappearance of children on families. Other studies have examined the impact on families in
various contexts, for examples families of disappeared children in Kashmir (Bhat & Shah, 2017),
stress disorders among families of the disappeared in Honduras (Quirk & Casco, 1994) and parents
of disappeared children in Uganda (Hollander, 2016). These studies have shown that the most
prevalent emotional responses of families across contexts of disappearances are feelings of
depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress and prolonged grief which is consistent with the current
study (Kennedy et al., 2019). To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study among those to
examine the psychological effects of kidnapping and disappearance on families, and to collect visual
materials from the families themselves. This element not only allows us to understand the impact in
more personal and complex ways but also allows for an additional medium to disseminate and
communicate research. Images are a unique medium to convey information powerfully and
succinctly. In seeing the images in the study we are struck by not only the person lost but also the
humanity of the families themselves who are, like other families, documenting their day to day lives
and celebrations.
Appraisal of the methods
Strengths
The main strength of this study is the sheer fact that it is the first study to explore the
psychological effects of the kidnapping among families affected by The Kidnapped Children Affair.
As such this study provides initial data that will hopefully pave the way for future research on this
subject. An additional strength pertains to the depth and richness of the data collected. The semistructured interview together with the visual material collected provide a complex and in-depth
perspective of families’ experiences.
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The results of this study provide new insights into the relationship between trauma and
images. More specifically, the study highlights how amateur photography is used to express often
unconscious and unspoken aspects of pain and trauma. This study also offers a unique design where
interviews are used alongside images.
Limitations
This study has a number of limitations regarding the methodology which possibly threaten
the internal validity of the study. Namely, all the qualitative data was coded solely by myself.
Although I have clearly outlined the stages of thematic analysis and how I arrived at my final themes
and conclusions, the lack of multiple perspectives on the data, namely in the form of a second coder
together with establishing interrater reliability, lends itself to potential researcher bias and weakens
the overall validity of the study. One way to have countered this would be to establish inter-rater
reliability by coding the data once and then a second time. Comparing the coding would allow to
establish whether the coding of a single coder is reliable across time.

Implications for future research
There is still so much more to learn and discover, and this study I hope will be only one of
many to focus on the psychological effects of the kidnappings. For me future directions include
using a much tighter research design that would allow to control for confounding variables such as
other traumatic events or losses that may have affected the participants. Additionally, I would hope
to include a more clinical aspect to the study such that it would allow to think of specific ways to
treat this type of traumatic loss.
The families themselves have expressed their wish to focus on the resiliency of the families,
and I think that it would be important to measure and describe that process. Boss (2018) has argued
that while PTSD is a medical disorder that needs to be individually diagnosed and treated,
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ambiguous loss is a relational rupture without resolution (p. 94). In this case the goal of any
treatment would be to build resilience and tolerate living without possibly ever knowing an answer.
One way Boss (2018) suggests to build up this resilience is by increasing patient’s ability to tolerate
ambiguity, i.e. the missing is both gone and still here, or I must find a way to let go and still hold on.
(p. 98). In the presence of absence, Boss encourages patients to hold onto presence as well.
An important context that relates to future research considerations is the overwhelming
request of participants to be identified with real names, as well as to use their personal photographs
and home movies in the study. In fact, 31 out of 40 participants (77.5%) emphatically stated that
they would want to be fully identified in the study. Needless to say, this participant response is highly
unusual in psychological studies, especially studies involving trauma and grief, which often are
evocative of shameful and taboo experiences. Participants often stated that they “have nothing to be
ashamed of ” or explicitly connect being identified to a hope that it would be a way for their
kidnapped family member to find them eventually. Especially as the study was conducted by a
researcher in the US and in English, participants expressed a hope that it might reach a family
member who had perhaps been taken to the US and raised there. The fact that most participants
wanted to be identified brought up a dilemma for me as both a researcher and clinician: how to
respect their request but also protect their privacy? How to balance their wanting to be identified, as
another vector of hope for finding their kidnapped family member? Families especially wished for
photographs to be disseminated as this is often one of the tools of identifying lost family members.
This is often seen on social media posts that families put out, asking if people recognize the person
in the photo or if they bear a resemblance to any family members. It would be important for future
research to consider and implement these dilemmas into the research design.
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An interesting future research direction would be to compare samples of family members
who had children kidnapped from them. For example, comparing families of los desaparecidos58
with my sample, or migrant families in the US who most recently had children separated and
kidnapped from them. I hate to imply that this is a “universal experience” but it is important to
recognize this specific method of genocide as a post-colonial and imperialistic method that
continues to this day in many parts of the world where people seek to control and subjugate other
populations. In the US context this is primarily the specter of Black slavery, but also of the Native
American genocide and recent child separations at the US Southern border. In other words, there is
much healing we all need to do. The famous axiom says that one who does not learn from history is
destined to repeat it. When we do not process and heal from trauma either as perpetrators or
victims, we are destined to repeat them. This is very dangerous indeed.
Self-reflexivity and vicarious trauma as a researcher
Dori Laub (Felman & Laub, 1991) outlines three separate forms of witnessing. Writing in
the context of Holocaust witnessing, he describes the first level as bearing witness to one’s own
experience; the second being a witness to testimonies of others; and a third level of being a witness
to the process of witnessing itself. The second and third levels feel most pertinent to my project. In
listening to the families, my research assistant and I were direct receivers of the families’ testimonies
of their experience.
When embarking on the data collection I had imagined that hearing the narratives of the
families would be traumatic, but my experience was mostly of resiliency. To see how many of the
families had continued their lives and prospered despite this absolutely traumatizing event. At the
same time, it was noteworthy that some of the families lived in impoverished conditions, ones that I
58 Los Desaparecidos, literally “the disappeared” in Spanish, is the name for the forced disappearance of
political dissidents and their children during the Dirty War (1976-1973) in Argentina. Some 500 children are estimated to
have been stolen. With 120 confirmed cases by DNA testing.
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myself did not imagine still existed in Israel, and which speaks to the lack of social mobility of
Mizrahim in Israel. Despite this, every single family in the sample hosted Yifat and I and welcomed
us into their homes with abundance. I remember a summer filled with delicious dishes, Yemenite
soup and families insisting we pause the interview in order to sit down to eat.
The trauma of the materials however did manifest for me later on during the coding process
in that I was unable to listen or work with any of the interviews for almost a year and a half. When I
finally did begin coding the interviews, the material was so traumatic that I often found myself
tearful or avoiding listening or reading the interviews. My sense is that there is so much
unmetabolized trauma here, and it has been a lot to hold on my own. I often found myself in a
dissociative state, forgetting details of an interview or unconsciously “skipping over” an important,
but very traumatic detail. The interviews themselves without the family members and the comfort
of the setting of the family home, became disembodied traces of the trauma that I had carried in
hard drives, in a suitcase from Israel to the US and that now lived with me. I felt extremely
protective of these voices and images. Not being able to speak and metabolize the trauma, the traces
and debris carried forth into the visual artifacts.
In what I can only understand now as a process of projective identification, I created a
second copy of the hard drive interview and visual materials and I contemplated leaving one copy
with my research assistant in case they would be seized upon my departure from Israel. It felt silly to
feel so paranoid, whilst at the same time I carried the sense of “it happened once already” that one
participant described so evocatively her experience of childbirth. Throughout the date collection
period there was a subversive sense to seeking out these families and documenting their experience.
With this also came a sense of suspicion that families directed toward me and my research assistant,
but that I also came to experience myself whenever I would meet a new activist or scholar. On many
occasions those involved speculated about which activists had ties to the Mossad. I want to be clear
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that this speculation was something I experienced myself, and stemmed from the paranoid
atmosphere, denial and covering up of the kidnappings.
Future researchers on this subject need to consider the real effects of compassion fatigue
and vicarious trauma. Often these terms are used in the clinical context, but I believe they are
relevant to researchers who are studying traumatic events and communities. It would be important
to allocate funds and time in the research process for an outside consultant or therapist/supervisor
to process what it is like to listen and metabolize the trauma as a researcher-witness.
Implications for Clinical Work
The Affair is very much the watershed moment for Mizrahim in Israel. Recognizing this
trauma and genocide is imperative to understanding Mizrahi experience, culture and racism.
Although Mizrahim make up more than half of Israel’s 9 million population, in addition to
thousands of Mizrahim who live outside of Israel, recent studies have shown that there is a dearth
of Mizrahi therapists in Israeli hospitals and outpatient clinics. In a pilot study, from a list of 235
psychology providers at one HMO only 17 identified as Mizrahi (Shtang & Alush-Levron, 2016).
Additionally, Nakash and Saguy (2015) have found that Ashkenazi therapists were twice as likely to
misdiagnose mental illness when their clients were Mizrahi. Given the dearth of Mizrahi providers as
well as evidence on diagnostic inaccuracy, it is no surprise that there is a mental health treatment gap
for Mizrahim, where many diagnosed with a mental disorder go untreated and do not seek care
(Nakash et al., 2014). There is a dire need to establish a field and discipline of Mizrahi Psychology
Studies in the same way that minority groups and their psychologies are being recognized in the US.
There is a need for critical thinking about the types of treatment offered for this population for
healing to be beneficial and sustained.
Clinically, when treating Mizrahi individuals and families it would be important during the
intake to conduct a thorough history-taking to identify whether clients come from a family where
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children were kidnapped. Given the high prevalence of kidnappings among Yemenite families, it
would be imperative to query Yemenite clients especially about possible kidnappings in their families.
For example, it would be important not to pathologize a client with separation anxiety from their
children if they have a history of kidnapping in their family. When a history of kidnapping is made
known to the clinician it would be helpful to help clients link their experience to their family history
and to psycho-educate clients about the intergenerational transmission of trauma.
Implications for Policy
It is very clear that the main source of families’ distress is related to the ambiguous nature of
the loss, and what needs to guide any policy or legislation pertaining to the Affair, is undoing this
ambiguity and enhancing what is known and certain.
One recent development is a call by activists for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission
similar to ones held in post-Apartheid South Africa and other places in the world. This type of
restorative justice process allows for the voices of families to be heard as well as creates a system of
recognition that is so imperative for the healing of individuals and families. It would be very
important that the creation of a Commission would involve family members themselves as they are
the experts as to how to design a reconciliation system and process. Families should be seen here not
as victims but as resilient agents who are the authors of their own healing process.

Summary and Conclusions
I embarked on this project primarily from a place of wanting to give the families an outlet
and a voice to describe their experiences. I also saw the discipline of psychology as one that gives
people language to describe their experience. The families knew this of course already, as Avner
Farhi was quoted earlier, “We are the second and third generation”. But the world outside, those
who have (thankfully) never had to experience immigrating to a new country and then having that
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country’s state system separate you from your child, and then kidnap that child, do not know this
experience. It is so foreign that many take on a form of psychic denial and dissociation in order not
to contend with the horror of this crime. This dissociative state from bystanders has been harmful
to the families as they have tried to integrate their experience of loss and trauma. In focusing on
proving what happened and to what degree, the experience of the families was forgotten. Part of
what I believe has made the event controversial, and even denied in some cases, is that the public,
the media, and the academic community have not yet been made aware of the real effects of the
event: the traces or markings of trauma on the bodies, minds, and souls of the parents and siblings
whose children were ripped away from them.
Without any recourse with the police, the courts or archives, the families were left to
contend for themselves, to turn to rabbis, séances, to any place that would give them a sign. They
went searching the streets while abroad, they collected newspaper articles upon the rare mention of
the Affair, they told their children or sometimes did not, and they documented their lives. They took
photographs, sometimes incessantly documenting the children they had, they sometimes turned on
home video cameras and did not turn them off, in case they missed a moment of their child. Some
followed their children to school and filmed secretly from outside the classroom. Some
unconsciously recreated the presence of the missing, in the photographs themselves, holding their
children or grandchildren in the same way they held the missing child or sibling. Some took
photographs of babies lying on a bed without any other person present, like documenting a
specimen, saying “this was here,” this child existed, that cannot be taken away from me. Some used
the camera to summon witnesses to the trauma, placing their elderly relative in front of the camera
and asking them questions.
One of the most striking aspects of this project is the strong link between the visual material
and the expressions of trauma. Families told their stories through the visual while at the same time
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used the visual to document, process and protect them from loss. In the context of a contested
trauma that has no markers, no official commemoration day, museum or archive, many families were
creating archives of their own and specifically archives to protect them from further loss. In some
cases families used cameras to interview their parents and other members of older generations,
asking them to provide details of the kidnapping. This first-person video testimony was reminiscent
of the Spielberg archives, documenting the stories of Holocaust survivors for future generations.
Even when photographs do not exist, they still have meaning, as Hirsch describes her own
loss of personal photographs of her grandmother as “pointed signifiers of loss” (1997, p. xii). Most
families do not have photographs of the missing children, and this fact was often mentioned by
participants as one of the most painful pieces of the loss, i.e. to not have an image with which to
remember them.
Resiliency
I write these words shortly after learning that Sara (Zahara) Eden, the mother of two of the
study participants has passed away. Sara’s daughter, Mazal, was the first-born child of the family and
was kidnapped while Sara’s husband was doing forestry work in the Jerusalem area. Sara was present
during the interview we did with Rivka, Sara’s daughter. This was in fact the first interview that Yifat
and I conducted. Sara was lying on a hospital bed in the living room while we interviewed Rivka in
the dining area. Sara’s aid worker was also present and smiled at Yifat and I from time to time. I
remember feeling struck by how the woman Rivka was speaking about was just in the other room.
At some point I asked Rivka if we could speak to her mom as well. Rivka was very open to the idea
especially as she was hoping to record her mother’s story herself. Yifat and I approached the bed and
Rivka explained to her mother who we were and began asking questions about her experience of the
kidnapping. I was struck by how present the grief was for Sara and even remember seeing her tear
up at the mention of Mazal’s name.
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I have been particularly fascinated with this family’s home movies, and I was captured by
Sara’s presence in the films. I watched her interact with her children and grandchildren, I watched
her give a painful video testimony to her children, I watched her return to the Ein Shemer camp to
show her children where it all happened and reenact the event. This family documented several
“Wafa’s”, a traditional Yemenite ceremony celebrated a month after the birth of a child. In the
ceremony, incense is burnt, green branches are placed on the mother’s head all with the intention of
expelling demons and harmful spirits. This is in fact the first time the mother steps outside of the
house with the child. Until this ceremony, the mother and child are not allowed to leave the safety of
this house. This family documented at least three different Wafa’s in their archive, and I was
intrigued by this ceremony and how it was performed in this family with such excitement and fervor.
Rivka described the ritual:
If I remember correctly, first of all everyone goes outside—after all the women
gather, they go outside with the baby in this like traditional dress, we go outside and we
accompany her for a few meters with the baby and we return, and all of this is accompanied
by song. Everything of course with music. So she has flowers that she throws behind her.
And there is bhor – it’s thrown, and all of this is to banish the harmful, so that they will not
harm the baby and the mother.59
I wondered if they had tried to perform this ritual in order to protect from further loss and I
wondered what demons they were they thinking of when they expelled them with such intention. I
watched these films several times, searching for traces but I mostly found joyous celebrations, with
Yemenite singing, drums and dancing. And then I found Sara. All the men were dancing a traditional
 יוצאים החוצה, יוצאים החוצה עם התינוק בלבוש כזה מסורתי, אחרי שמתאספות כל הנשים- קודם כול יוצאים החוצה, אם אני זוכרת טוב59
. ואז יש לה פרחים שהיא זורקת אותם אחורה. הכול כמובן עם מוזיקה. והכול מלווה בשירה,ומלווים אותה כמה מטרים עם התינוק וחוזרים
(Pos. 270 , )רבקה עדן_שלב ב. שלא יזיקו לתינוק ולאימא, וכל זה כדי לגרש את כל המזיקים,ויש בכור – זורקים את זה
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Yemenite dance at one edge of the family backyard, hands hold tightly together and jumping in beat
to the drum. And where was Sara? She was dancing of course. She was dancing alone, with no one
to hold hands with but this did not seem to matter to her. She seemed to enjoy the music so much.
The photographer also picked up on that, and was delighted to see her dance so joyously and freely.
The sense was that she kept dancing and going around her own circle, but she kept going. She died
never knowing the fate of Mazal but at the same time she celebrated life, the continuity of her
family, her children, grandchildren and great-children.
Many members of the first generation have passed away already and those who are still alive
are well into their 80’s and 90’s. When sealing the archives for 70 years, did the state imagine that
families would “just forget about it” and that after the first generation, the sin would be concealed?
With the advent of DNA and social media, this crime has the potential of being exposed. But the
sheer power of state narrative, one that is driven by elites and continues to discredit the families
using pseudo-science seems to be much stronger than the proof of a DNA sample60, immigrant
camp Ashkenazi healthcare worker testimonials and of course testimonies of the mothers
themselves.
Often families and activists are asked: if this happened at the magnitude it did, where are all
the adopted children? The burden of proof is in fact on the state of Israel to locate where those
abducted children are. But this question conceals a normative assumption that adoptees would seek
their families if they learned that they had been adopted. This assumes that both parties – families
and adopted children, share the same religion or even class background. The reality is that there may
be a sheer loss of privilege so to speak for an adoptee to “come out”. . Even if someone who was
raised Ashkenazi and is now in their 60’s or 70’s has a sense that they did not fit in with their family
60 See Rami Zuberi’s book (Zuberi, 2000) on the reunification of Margalit Omaysey where the state refuted the
DNA match between Margalit and her daughter.
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of origin, the basis of their race and class privilege would be to continue to keep this a secret. Even
in the context of a shared religion, in this case Judaism, White and Ashkenazi hegemony reigns
supreme.
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Appendix
1. Prolonged-Grief Questionnaire (PG-13)
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2. Interview Questions
1. What is your relationship to the Kidnapped Children Affair?
2. What is the story of the kidnapping as it was told to you?
3. How present was the Affair while you were growing up?
4. How much was it spoken about while you were growing up?
5. When did you first learn that your family member was kidnapped?
6. Do you think the kidnapping affected the way you grew up? If so, how did it affect you? In
what way?
7. Do you think it affected the way you raised your own children? If so, how did it affect your
parenting? In what way?
8. Were there any distinct events that you recall relating to the kidnapped family member? i.e.
Was their birthday celebrated? Did any family members search for them? Was there mail sent
for them?
9. What was your family’s reaction to the kidnapping? Were there any different reactions for
different family members? Did some of your family members have a harder/easier time than
others? If so, why do you think that happened? Did their reaction change over time?
10. Did any members of your family ever need to seek medical or mental health care following
their experiences?
11. How was the fact that your family was affected by the kidnapping received in the wider
community or town that you lived in? Did the wider community recognize that your family
had suffered an immense loss?
12. Did your family change as a result of the kidnapping? If so, how did it change them? i.e.
Did they move away? Did they stop giving birth in hospitals?
13. What was their relationship to government institutions after the Affair?
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14. Has your family been in touch with any of the organizations related to the Affair? (i.e.
Amram, Achim VeKayamim)
15. Did any members of your family testify in any of the three commissions that sought to
investigate the Affair?
16. Did your family have any connection to Rabbi Uzi Meshulam and his organization “Amutat
Mishkan Ohalim”?
17. Did any of your family members ever press charges or file a complaint with the police?
18. Did any of your family members do DNA testing in order to search for the kidnapped
child/children?
19. What do you believe happened to your child/sibling/uncle/aunt/other? Where do you
believe your child/sibling/uncle/aunt/other is now?

Photo-interview, i.e. while looking photographs/watching the home videos:
Do you remember these events?
What was the atmosphere in the family when this event took place?
Is this a true representation of how your family was?
What is your memory of this event as it happened?
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